




Record No. 1050 
W.W.MOODY 
v. 
R. G. F ARINHOL T 
l!'ROM THE CIRCUIT COURT OF MIDDLESEX COUNTY, 
''The briefs slwll be printed in type not less in size than 
small pica, and shall ])e nine inches in length and six inches 
in width, so as to conform in dimensions to the printed 
records along with which they are to be bound, in accord-
ance w.ith Act of Assembly, approYed March 1, 19(}3; and 
the clerks of this court are directed not to receive or file a 
l;rief not con l'orming in all respects io the aforementioned 
requirements.'' 
The foregoing is prinied in smnll pica type for the infor-
mation of eom1sel. 
JT. S'FFrW ART .TONTIJR. OJerk. 
IN THE 
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
AT RICHMOND. 
_./ 
W. W. MOODY 
vs. 
R. G. FARINHOLT. 
PETITION FOR WRIT OF ERROR. 
To the Honorable J'ltdges of the Sttprerne Cmtrt: 
Your petitioner, W. W. 1\foody, respectfully represents 
that he is aggrieved by a final judgment of the Circuit Court 
of 1\Hddlesex County, entered against your petitioner on the. 
28th day of :VIarcl1, 1930, in favor of the defendant in a fer-
tain action at law brought by your petitioner against one 
R. G. Farinholt. 
STATEl\fENT. 
Action of trespass on the case was brought by yonr pe-
titioner against R. G. Farinh9lt and hy his dec.Iaration duly 
filed in the Circuit Court of ~fiddlesex Countv on Febrnarv 
14, 1930, your petitioner charged that the said .. Farinholt lHl~l 
euteren upon the lands of your petitioner and cut down and 
destroyed certain standing timber on said land damaging 
your petitioner in the sum of $3,000.00. 
At the March term of Court the case was called, where-
upon the defendant pleaded the general issue and under this 
issue undertook to set up that. the timber "ras cut. from the 
lands of the defendant R.. G. Fa.rinholt and others and not 
upon the lands of your petitioner and tlmt the defenda n r 
clnimed said land under certain deeds and also the da.ma.gPs 
were not as much as claimed. The cas~ was thereupon set for 
hearing on the 25th day of }.{arch. Tl1e Court thereupon 
empanneled a. jury to try the issues thus raised. 
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Witnesses were then introduced by your petitioner to 
prove the amount of damage done your petitioner and that 
timber was cut from his land and rested. Whereupon the 
defendant introduced oral evidence and a number of deeds 
in· his chain of title attempting to sho'v that the timber w·as 
cut from a tract of 13lj2 acres of land which belonged to the 
defendant and others and also introduced evidence attempt-
ing to show that the damages done were much less than 
claimed by your petitioner. 
Your petitioner then introduced in ·evidence a. number of 
deeds showing his title to said 13lj2 acres of land and oral 
evidence to show his title and that the said 13¥2 acres of land 
wa.s included in surveys of your petitioner's land in cer-
tain deeds in his chain of title. 
The court then gave instnictions to the jury in writing as 
to the law of the case and after argument of counsel the 
case was submitted to the jury. 
Under the Court's instructions and the evidence certified 
the jury returned the following verdict, "We, the jury upon 
the issue joined, find for the defendant". Whereupon the 
plaintiff moved the Court to set aside the said verdict of 
tl1e jury as being :Contrary to the law and the evidence and 
enter up judgment for the plaintiff, 'vhich motion was over-
ruled by the court and to which ruling of the court your 
petitioner by his counsel excepted. 
STA·TE~IENT' OF THE FACTS. 
The deeds filed as evidence reveal that some time prior 
to 1825 Wm. Robinson was the o'vner of a tract of land 
located in Middlesex County containing 232 acres, more or 
less, bounded on the South by the Piankatank River, on the 
West by ''the Mill Creek making to the· mill known hy tlte 
name of Grymes' Upper mill once owned by Carter Brax-
ton", on the North by the Mill Pond and on the East hv 
· '' Shooters' Hill Farm". . · 
The William Robinson tract was divided up and sold in 
separate smaller tracts and it appears from the deeds there 
was a plot of the entire tract showing the said lots, made 
in 1815 but which cannot now be located. One of these lots 
bounded on the South by the Pia.nkatauk River was pur-
chased by W. T. Fauntleroy iu1825 from George Healy. See 
deed, Record, page 24. In this deed the grantor described 
the land containing 105 acres as being bounded by ''a lll:l'ge 
ditch being the line between this tract and that called 
"Shooters' Hill" by the Pianka tank River, by the mill creek 
~ 
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making to the mill known as Grym.es' Upper mill ·being lots. 
Nos. 1-2-4 as particularly described in plot of division of 
the real estate of Wm. Robinson's estate in 1815, which said 
plot cannot be located. In.1826 W. T. Fauntleroy purchased 
from J. N. Wood another of these lots containing 42 acres 
more or less. See deed, page 26 Record. In this deed the 
Eastern boundary is given as befug "to (a corner)-to a 
ditch by a line marked trees". 
· In 1829 W. T. Fauntleroy purchased yet another of th.ese 
lots containing 421j2 acres from one Henry C. Palmer. See 
deed, page 28, Record. In this deed the following boundaries 
are given "by a large ditch on the Southeast, being the line 
between this tract and that called 'Shooters' Hill' on North 
and South by said Fauntleroy's land. On West by Carter 
Braxton upper mill creek". 
This left of the Wm Robinson tract about 42% acres. 
In 1837 W. T. Fauntleroy purchased all of the Western 
portion of Shooters' Hill Farm containing 478%, acres from 
Aylett and others. .See deed, page 11, Record. In this de.ed 
the conveyance is made by meets and bounds given in tho 
rleed and refer to a survey made by Northam, surveyor. In 
this deed the Western boundary line, which divides Shooters' 
I-fill from ·the Robinson tract is accurately given. All of the 
land thus conveyed to said Fauntleroy from the Robinson 
tract and the Shooters' Hill tract subsequently became the · 
property of your petitioner he having since sold off some 
portion of the Shooters' Hill Tract. 
In 1851 Robert Healy purchased from Robert Long Blake 
and Hale 42 acres of land more or less (see deed, page 41 of 
R.ecord) bounded on North by the mill pond and other sides 
by the land of the late Wm. T. Fauntleroy. This is the last 
and Northern portion of the Wm. Robinson tract. 
This tract of 42 acres, more or less, subsequently became 
the property of Robert Healy, Jr., and was partitioned 
among his heirs in 1906 and the defendant claims under tbjs 
partition the 13¥2 acres. It is on the Eastern portion of 
this tract which the defendant claims he cut timber which 
is the cause of this action and your petition maintains the 
timber was cut from the Western portion of Shooters' Hill. 
It will readily be seen from the above that the real issue 
in the case is the location of the Western boundarv of 
Shooters' Hill Farm. The defendant's title coming as it" does 
through the grant in the deed from Blake and Hale to Robert. 
Healy, which deed recognizes the lands of W. T. Fauntleroy 
(Shooters' Hill) as the Eastern Boundary of the land con-
veyed it seems necessary only to establish the Western 
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Boundary of the W. T. Fauntleroy's land (Shooters' Hill) 
to sustain the position of your petitioner. For when an ad-
jacent tract of land is menti.oned in a deed as a boundary 
it becomes a monument and the grantee acquires title only 
to the true boundary of the tract which is mentioned as a 
boundary. Sn1-#h vs. Bailey, 127 S. E. (8), 140 Va. 525; 
Richmond Ceda,1· Works vs. West, 147 S. E. 196, 152 Va. 533; 
Yonker vs. Grinlttor, 123 S. E. 695 ; Delvin on Deeds, Sec. 1034~. 
·ARGUMENT. 
There was much evidence offered in this case for the pur-
pose of showing the true location of the disputed boundary 
line between the Shooters' Hill tract now .owned by the plain-
tiff, W. W. Moody, and the Robinson tract which adjoins 
the Shooters' Hill tract on the vVest. It was necessary to 
locate this line because the defendant, R. G. },arinholt, 
claim~d that the land on which he cut the timber, for which 
the plaintiff claims damages is not a part pf the Shooters' 
Hill tract and that it is a part of the Robinson tract in which 
he has an ·undivided interest. 
The deeds in the chains of title to the two tracts, the field 
notes of surveyors, 'vhich have been written in inany title 
deeds, the plats of survey r~ferred to intitle deeds and the 
oral evidence of surveyors 0 'Hara and Stiff telling of the 
work done by them in their respective efforts to locate and 
re-establish this disputed Westen1 boundary of Shooters' 
Hill constitute aU the material evidence as to its location. 
The most that can be said of the oral evidence other than 
that of the· two surveyors, is that it is admissible hut of litrl~ 
probative value and totally insufficient to establish the dis-
puted line when considered with all the written evidence but 
without the oral evidence of surveyors 0 'Ha.ra and Stiff. 
Therefore, the decision of the case depends upon which sur-
veyor has correctly located the line in dispute. . 
Both 0 'Ha.ra and Stiff are experi~nced surveyors and the? 
disagree about the location of the disputed line, apparently 
there is a. conflict in the evidence, hut in reality there is no 
such conflict and the evidence ·of the one does not have to be 
accepted as true and that of the other disregarded as untrue. 
T~1e conflict in the location of the line results from the en-
tirely different methods used by them. This necessitates de-
ciding which used the correct methods of re-establishin~t a 
disputed line. u 
Examine the evidence of the two surveyors and it will he 
seen that there is not in reality a conflict in their evidence, 
CWi 
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but we do find a conflict in their locations of the disputed 
r line. At once we ask why there should be a conflict in tl1e 
result of their 'vork if there is no conflict in their evidence. 
The reason is, as the uncontradicted evidence plainly shows.-. 
because they used entirely different methods of locating the 
disputed line. The one located
4
itJ:>y.Jixed and p~rmanent 
m_Q_numentsd while the other- Iocf!.ted it by retra.~ing course 
and distanc.es in ola surveys.__ CotliSeSaiid. distances must 
y1e1d-to calls ior permanent monuments, Delvin on Deeds, 
Sec. 1029, Richmond Cedar Works vs. West, 152 Va. 533, 
147 S. E. 196; State vs. M o'll!nts (W. Va.), 150 S. E. 512; 
B ossieua; vs. Shapiro, 153 S E. 667 (not yet in Va. Rep.). 
No case can be found to better demonstrate the propriety 
of the rule of law, which is inflexible, that courses and dis-
tance must yield to monuments, than the case at bar. When 
Stiff was employed by Moody to locate and establish the 
disputed line he attempted to do it by retracing surveys of 
the Shooters' Hill tract and located it as sl1own on Exhibit 
X. Y. Z., page 45, Record. Later when he was employed ·by 
Farinholt to locate and establish the same disputed line htl 
attempted to do it by retracing the plat of Brandon, a CO·· 
terminous survey, around the shore of the mill pond (see 
Record, page 45 and 46), and he actually located the disputed 
line in one place when he was working for ~foody, and in 
another when he was working for Farinholt. Neither of 
his locations conform to the calls for the permanent phy-
sical objects, monuments, mentioned in the deed from Aylett 
... to Fauntleroy. This deed calls for- the line to run to an a:Sh 
in the center of Carter Braxton's mill pf)nd and Stiff locate~ 
it in a marsh at the head of the mill pond, and does not locate 
it to conform to a single call for l} monument mentioned in 
the deed. 
How does O'Hara establish the disputed line f fie goc~ 
- over the title deeds and finds the calls which give notes of 
surveys made by Duval in 1798, Healy in 1810 and Northam 
in 1837. The Northam survey admitted by all parties to he 
correct ancl to give the true boundary line between Shooters' 
Hill and the R.obinson tract and which is referred to in the 
deed from Aylett to Fauntleroy recorded in D. B. 17, pagP 
405; page 11, Record, was used as the basis for O'Hara.'~ 
work (s.ee Record, page 29). He started at figure 8 on th~ 
blue. print, page 30, R€cord, 'vhich is a point about the center 
of the mill pond, formerly Carter Braxton's mill pond, and 
followed along the West side of a cove or branch emptying 
into the pond, he then retraced the Western boundary line · 
of Shooters' Hill all the way to the Pianka tank River by 
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natural and p.ermanent objects called for in N orthams' sur-
vey and in the deed from Aylett to Fauntleroy, viz: the re-
mains of a dead cedar tree at fig. 9 blue print, a rotten cedar 
stob at the arrow point on the public road (see blue print), 
a fresh water stream emptying into the Piankatank River at 
fig. 11, blue print, see page~ 30-31, Record. Stiff described 
this fresh water stream as "A fresh water stream to the 
West of the Sutton Residence and barn; which fresh water 
stream is about f,OOO ft. long, and is a much larger and bolder 
stream than the small fresh wa.ter stream to the East side 
of the Sutton residence and barn", Record, page 46. O'Hara 
also said that in running the Western boundary of Shooters' 
Hill he went down a deep ditch a portion of the way, evi-
dently a very old ditch because trees two feet across the 
stump are growing in the bottom of the ditch and on the 
banks and this is surely the ditch mentioned in the deeds 
· to Fauntleroy from Healy, page 24, Record; 'V' ood, page 26, 
and Palmer, page 28, Record, for .Stiff on page 47, Record, 
says of this ditch ''if the line were run from the point on 
the mill pond where 0 'Hara begins using the same course 
that 0 'Hara used and running to the fresh water strearu 
on the West Side of Sutton's residence and barn it would 
certainly run very nearly down a large ditch a portion of 
the '\Vay, but that he, witness, did not run this line but that 
he did see and examine the ditch-that it is very old and 
a large· ditch 3 or 4 ft. deep and 3 or 4 ft. wiJe in places, 
that very large trees and timber have grown up on the banks 
and in the bottom of the ditch, some of the trees being ns 
much as 2ft. or more across the stump". And on page 47, 
Record, he says this is only ditch near the line in dispute. 
For the foregoing reason your petitioner prays that a writ 
of error may be granted him and that the judgment of the 
lower court ma.y be reversed and a ne'\v trial granted your 
petitioner, and that this court will decide that your petitioner 
is entitled to recover and direct tl1at the only issue upon 
such new trial shall be a.s to the amount of damage your 
petitioner is entitled to recover. · 
Your. petitioner adopts this petition as his brief and avers 
that on the 8th of September, 1930, a eopy of the same was 
delivered to the Counsel for the ·defendant. However, pe-
titioner requests that he be permitted to supplement the 
written petition by an oral statement of the reasons for re-
viewing- the jud~ent complained of. 
We also attach hereto au argument and statement of facts 
prepared solely by Mr. Moody in person which he wrote with 
a view to its being incorporated in our petition (hence Mr. 
&JJti 
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Moody is referred to in the third person). We deemed it 
best, however, to attach his argument and statement of facts 
to our petition rather than incorporate the same in it. 
A certified transcript of the record, to the pages of which 
references· have been made in this petition, is presented here-
with. . 
Respectfully submitted, 
W. W. 1wiOODY. 
By Counsel. 
W. D. EVANS, 
CHAS. S. SMITH, JR., P. Q. 
We, W. D. Evans and Chas. S . .Smith, Jr., attorneys prac .. 
tieing in the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia, do cer-
tify that in our opinion, the judgment complained of in the 
foregoing petition is erroneous and should be reviewed and 
reversed by the Supreme Court of Appeals. 
Given under our hands this 28th day of August, 1930. 
W. D. EVANS, 
CHAS. S.. SMITH, JR.. 
Received Sept. 9, 1930. 
H. S .• J. 
Writ of error and supersedeas a'varded. Bond $500.00. 
November 13, 1930. 
To the Honorable Judges of the Supreme Court: 
Feeling that injustice has been done me by a jury of honest 
men, hut men with untrained minds, I now come in person, 
as well as by my attorneys, craving the best consideration 
this honorallle court can give my case. 
And, as St. Paill said in his defense before King Agrippa, 
"I know thee to be expert in all customs and questions", 
and that you kno'v the value of records and for what records 
are made and kept, and further I wish to state that the records 
as bearing upon this case to prove that Mr. Farinholt did cut 
this timber, thirteen and one-half acres, over on Mr. Moody's 
land and ea.st of the western boundary of the land of Robert 
Healy, owned and bought from Robert L. Blake and Long 
8 Supreme Court of Appeals <>f Virgblla. 
and Hale, is ample to prove Mr. :h{oody's right. to claim 
damages, and that Farinholt did cut this timber on ~fr p 
Moody's. land and not on land Robert Healy ever owned. 
There is nothing sweeter than the truth, nor stronger than 
a fact, like the brilliant rays of the oriental sunbeams, ~hey 
Will creep through every crack or crevice that present them-
selves in the process of trying to suppress or smother the 
truth. 
It has been said that facts and figures never lie, but that 
liars can figure. So, gentlemen, I am proud to come before 
yon in this matter or case backed by the records of the Clerk's 
Offioo, even of a century ago; and supported by the stubborn 
facts of nature, that tell the same story today that it. did 
one hundred years ago, and I propose to give von the facts 
as given by the records of our County Cierir 's Office, to govern 
and guide you in making any decision in this case, that speak 
with greater force and eloquence than the silver-tonguea 
orator. 
The questions involved in this case are: 
lst. Mr. R-obert Farinholt has cut timber off thirteen and 
one-half acres of land. 
2nd. Mr. Moody claimed it was cnt from his Ian~. 
3rd. l{r. Farinholt owes him for. this timber. 
4th. Proof as to whose timber was cut, whether on Moody's 
land or on Farinholt 's land.. . ' 
We have-
·-·-···~· 
Three deeds :. 
William Duvall in 1798 (surveyor), see ;Deed on page 22 
of Record. 
George Healy in 1810 (surveyor), ·see Beed on page 20 
of Record. • · · 
George Northam in 1837 (snrveyor) 1 see Deed on page 11 
of Record. · 
' All three traverse the same line, between Shooters' Hill 
and William Robinson's land, from the Pianka tank River 
to the center of Carter Braxton's Mill Pond, viz : 
diLl 
!tJ,1Jj¥ .. 
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From head of the fresh water stream,· giving distances 
and courses over to the west side of a small swamp, adjacent 
to Carter Braxton's :M:ill Pond, and 
We have-
Four deeds: 
Deed from George Healy, 1825, to William T. Fauntleroy, 
D. B. 15, page 148, see page 24 of Record. 
Deed from Henry C. Palmer, 1829, to William T. Fauntle-
roy, D. B. 16, page 22, see page 28 of Record. 
Deed from James Wood, 1826, to William T. Fauntleroy, 
D. B. 15, page 199, page 26 of Record. 
Deed from Robert L. Blake, 1851, to Robert Healy, D. B. 
20, page 571, see page 41 of Record. 
Also Deed from Long to Robert Healy, D. B. 18, page 282, 
see page 42 ·of Record. 
These two latter deeds convey the same tract of land, for-
merly Austin Blake's land, that Northam in his survey speaks 
of cornering in the middle of Carter Braxton's }fill Pond, 
at Station 8. All five of these deeds prove that William Rob-
inson's land was bordered on the east by the land of Shooters' 
Hill, and not one foot laid east of Shooters' Hill line, and no 
. other boundary is given (but Shooters' Hill line), and 
We have the 
Three deeds : 
George Healy, D. B. 15, page 148. 
Henry C. Palmer, D. B. 16, page 22, arid 
James Wood, D. B. 15, page 199. 
All three of the above deeds tell von that their lands are 
bounded o~ the east by a large di~ch on the western line of 
Shoote-r('· _.t.dl Farm, and · 
One deed to Robert Healy from R. L. Blake, page 41 of 
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Record, which contained all the land Healy owned on the 
south side of this pond, was bounded on the north by the 
pond, thence on the east and south by the lands of William 
P. Fauntleroy, viz: 
On the east by the then Shooters' Hill line, which Fauntle-
roy had bought in 1837, a.nd on the south by the land Fauntle-
roy had bought of James Wood, 1826. 
Thus it is evident that it was not necessary for the Healy 
land to come east of the original Shooters' Hill line in order 
to be bound on the east and south by the land of William T. 
Fauntleroy, as stated in Healy's deed. 
Robert Healy's deed from Long and Hale does not say 
't11at tbe public road was the southern boundary. to same; 
that deed says that Long and Hale's land, which they sold 
to Robert Healy, was bounded on the south by the land of 
William T. Fauntleroy, the land 'vhich Fauntleroy bought 
from James Wood, and not by the land of Shooters' Hill. 
It will be seen that Fauntleroy owned the James Wood tract 
of land, west of Shooters' Hill line, since 1826, eleven years 
before he bought Shooters' Ifill, and Healy did not buy from 
J.Jong and Hale until 1851, 'vhich was fourteen years after 
Fauntleroy had bought Shooters' Hill, and Healy's line came 
up to the 'vestern line of Shooters' Hill. and that Healy's 
forty-two and one-half acres, bought from Long and Hale, 
'vas a subdivision or part of William Robinson's land, that 
could not come any further east than William Ro0binson 
owned, and 
Duval's survey, 1798 (see deed, p. 22 of Record), states 
that the land on 'vestern line of Shooters' Hill was eastern 
line of William Robinson's land, from the Pianka tank River, 
27 4 poles toward the pond and which line was traversed by 
Northam in 1837. 
Thus it is clear that Healy never owned a foot 'of land 
farther east than Shooters' Hili line as laid down by Northam 
and others, as on 'vest side of small swamp to the large ditch 
spoken of in three deeds and to the· head of tlw fr_esh 'vater 
stream, and Northam states that S'hooters' Hill line runs to 
tl1e center of the mill pond. Joe Healy, County Surveyor, 
1810, twenty-seven years before Northam surveyed, states 
same as Northam as to courses and distances, and goes from 
cedar, west of small swamp, thence down the swamp to an 
ash, beyond the mouth -of the swamp, 'vhich proved to be the 
ra::c 
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same ash in the middle of the pond which Northam called 
for as the pond was evidently dammed and made, between 
1810 and 1837. 
And also a deed to Robert Healy, of this land in question, 
page 36 of Record and plat, p. 46 of Record, and under which 
Farinholt claims title, states that Healy bought on south side. 
of pond to the land of Shooters' Hill, thence north to Station 
24, which was the as~ in the center of the pond, and corner 
to Austin Blake's land, just as Northam describes in 1837. 
And it is clear that Shooters' Hill goes to tl1e center of 
the pond, and also clear that Farinholt does not own a foot 
of land east of the line run by Northam from the center of 
the pond and on west side of small swamp, thence on and· 
over to the large ditch, which is the line Mr. 0 'Ha.ra has 
now plotted, as seen in Blue Print in the file, p. 30, Record ; 
and that no other point can conform to physical conditions 
as laid down by at least eight or nine former surveyors. 
Gentlemen, this line can only be in one place, and that 
west of the small swamp to the center of the pond and across 
to the large ditch, etc. And no one has any authority to alter 
or change a single physical condition. How dare Mr. Stiff 
to come here and place Shooters' Hill line in the middle of a 
marsh, Rose Swamp Marsh, instead of the middle of the pond, 
and make no attempt to tell you of the everlasting big· ditch 
cut to mark Shooters' Hill line, but goes 275 yards east of 
it, and tries to tell you that he is right, when three prior 
deeds tell you the ditch is the western boundary of Shooters' 
Hill. 
It is absurd for Mr. Farinholt or anyone else to come here 
and tell you that Farinholt owns a foot of land east of 
Shooters' Hill western boundary, and to the east of the head 
of the pond, and that Mr. Moody does not own to the center 
·of the Mill Pond and up to the line Mr. 0 'flara has found, 
running through the big ditch, for the deed to Captain Robert 
Healy states that Healy bought on south side of the pot:J.d 
up to Shooters' Hill line, thence to Station 24, in the center 
·of the mill pond, Austin Blake's corner, as was described 
by Mr. Northam fourteen years before. 
And even take ~Ir. R. L. Blake's plot, showing the divi-
sion of Healy's estate, and you will :find that Mr. Blake states 
that Mr. 1\tfoody's line goes to the side of the pond, and the 
picture as seen on Blake plot, filed with deed, page No. ''4-A" 
of Record, shows that the pond extends about six or eight 
hundred feet farther east than Moody's line hits the pond, 
and notwithstanding those facts, Mr. Stiff places Mr. Moody's 
1--
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line in the middle {)f Rose .Swamp Marsh and not in the 
middle of the pond, and not even to the side of the pond, 
but beyond and east of the entire pond and in Rose Marsh. 
Mr. W. II. Stiff claims that he ran his line by Northam's 
survey, as does Mr. O'Hara also claim, but the three deeds, 
namely: 
George Healy, D. B. 15, page 148, 24 of Record. 
Henry C. Palmer, D. B. 16, page 22~ and 28 of Record. 
James Wood, D. B. 15, page 199, 26 of Record. 
All three above deeds as shown by the records, in deed 
books referred to, tell you that their respective tracts of 
land are bounded on the east by a large ditch, which is on 
the western boundary line of Shooters' Hill Farm a.nd J\!Ir. 
Stiff's line is 275- yards east of said ditch, 'vhile 1\tir. 0 'Hara 
hits the ditch precisely, fore and aft, from west side of small 
swamp over to the head of fresh water stream as called for 
bv Mr. Northam and Mr. Stiff admitted he saw the ditch far 
to the west of his line. Mr. Stiff places Moody's corner 
and north end of his line, in the middle of Rose Swamp Marsh 
and east of the Mill Pond, when Northam says Shooters' 
Hill north corner is in the middle of Carter Braxton's mill 
pond, and a deed from R. L. Blake~ 1851, D. B. 20, page 571, 
and also deed from Long a.nd Hale, D. B. 18, page 282, to 
Robert Healy, for the very land in question, was bounded 
on the east by Shooters' Hill, and one plat, p. 46 of Record, 
says, thence north to Station 24 in the center of the pond 
to Shooters' Hill corner to Austin Blake's -tract, as called 
for by Northam and very queer that Healy never owned a 
foot of land east of the Northam line, which is the line 
found by Mr. 0 'Hara, complying with all the physical con-
ditions, namely: the small swamp, the large ditch and fresh 
water stream. · · 
Gentlemen: I beg to refer you to 1\-Ir. W. H. Stiff;s work 
that you may see from his plat the inconsistency, the un-
reliability and the incorrectness of his work. 
First. 1\Ir. Stiff was employed by Mr. Moody to locate 
this Yery line in question, viz: the western line of Shooters' 
Hill Farm, and finally located it as per his plat, made on 
oil paper, X Y Z, which you will find in the files of this case~ 
page 45 of Record, as will be seen that he placed Mr. Moody's 
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line as cornering in the middle of Healy's !Iill Pond and 
thence south to a cedar on the north side of public road. 
Now, if you will notice his plat carefully, you will see that 
he gives courses and distances in that work made in 1928, 
the same as was given by Mr. R. T. Bland by his plat made 
in 1887, course from 5 to 6 following page 44 of Record, 41 
years before, making no allowance whatever, of any com-
pass changes caused by the magnetic variation of the needle 
for 41 years, and then, a.s you will see on ]J!r. 0 'Ha.ra 's blue 
print filed in this case, 0 'Hara reproduces this same line, 
run by Mr. Stiff in 1928, sitting his instrument over the same 
cedar stobs ]Jfr. Stiff put there and each with a tack in its 
top center, to indicate accuracy, and Mr. 0 'Hara shows (see 
page 32 of R.ecord) the course to be S 44° 6' \V, quite dif-
ferent from the course as given in 1Yir. Stiff's pla.t on oil 
paper, filed in this suit, X Y Z. Now, Mr. R. T. Bland's pla.t 
tells you that Mr. Stiff 'vas wrong for using his courses he 
gave 41 years before and 0 'Hara tells you he is 'vrong be-
cause he, Stiff, did not give Northam's courses with mag-
netic changes, as should have been done. 
1\tlr. W. H. Stiff speaks of his own independability when 
he comes back to locate that same line for Farinholt, in 
March, 1929. I-Ie puts a different course, namely: S' 490° 15' 
W, and placing Mr. Moody's line east of the entire pond and 
cornering in the Rose Swamp 1\.{arsh, instead of the center 
of the 1\fill Pond, as called for by Northam, 1837, George 
Healy, Surveyor, 1810, and even by 1\'Ir. W~ H. Stiff, him-
self, in 1928, as shown by his plat, X Y Z, on oil paper in 
the files of this case. 
You can plainly see that 'Mr. Stiff has no regard whatever 
for courses and distances or for ever-lasting concr~te marks, 
such as a mill pond ~enter, a sma.ll swamp, a big ditch, a 
fresh water stream, or the Piaukata.nk RiYer, and if yon 
will examine any map he may present to yon, you will find 
that they are still different from any of those he has made 
previous and different from any survey of record. 
In reference to the R. T. Bland plat of Shooters' flill Farm, 
showing the division of Shooters' Hill behveen B. B. and 
D. H. Fauntleroy, which "ras introduced and entered as evi-
dence by the defendant., 1\fr. Robert G. Farinholt, I wish to 
call your special attention to the fact that that plat has never 
been recorded, and tha.t the only particle of evidence that 
is given in that plat which w·ould locate this line in questionf 
has been tampered with and made over or changed figures 
as to the distance from Station 4 to Station 5, down the 
public road, and the color of the ink by its physical condi-
, 
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tion and appearance, will tell' you 'tho'se :figures-·were changed 
a goocl-many ye~rs after the . origi.nal .. inst~um~n~ or plat 
wa~ made, and as a ma~ter 0~ fact,. this plat was made by 
Mr. R. T. Bland as seen on its face, in 1887, and the -divi-
sion of the Robert Healy est~te as shown by decree1 page 4-1\ 
of Record, was made in l906, ~· peripd l of 19. years having 
~lapsed behveen the time .. of .making -of the Blan.d plf!..t ~q 
when Robert H. Farinholt .came- in possession of apy qf 
the :Healy estate, and as this pla.t was not and is not recordea, 
it was only a pocket paper-and subject to change as the phy-
sical condition of these :figures prove was done and never 
reached Mr. Moody's possession until after the Healy division, 
1906, when these figures had. bee.n changed, see Moody's evi-
dence. 
And, further, may I direct your attention to the many 
points as shown by arrows pojn_ting, where distances and 
courses are omitted, all around the surv~y. Notice the ma.p 
to see and compare notes of same, and yet Mr. Stiff ' 1tas. 
guided by this plat or ~ap, in locating this line in question,. 
and the defendant, Mr. Robert G. Fa..rinholt, succeeded· i~ 
getting it in the files of this suit . 
. It was stated by several of the defendant 'vitnesses and 
also by Mr. Moody, that Moody moved two houses over and 
upon this very tract of land which Moody is -now contending 
for, which remained there for at least ten years and were 
occupied by Lizzie Roane and others as a dwelling and rent~d. 
by Moody to them (explanation-when Moody sold land o.n 
south side of road to Mr. W. W. Lumpkin, l\foody reserved 
the right to move these two -houses across the road on this 
very tract of land no'v in content~o~). See Moody's evi-. 
dence.. .. 
As to the fence around mill house tract, or the Healv tract, 
of land, Charles Duster and also R. H. Humphries and also 
W. W. ~{oody testified tha.t this fence ran down the -roacl 
one-third the distance from Mill Ifill to Sutton's gate,. wh\ch 
is the exact location of Healy's or Fa.rinholt 's line, .as . .laid 
down by O'Hara's and Northam's surveys, whieh hits .the, 
hig ditch, the western line of Shooters's Hill, as described in 
deed from George Healy, Henry C .. Palmer and James '\VoO<l 
to William T. Fauntleroy, and also iJJ. deed from Long and-
1-Iale to Robert Healy. . 
, As Healy bought this land from ~ustin Blake's heirs, and 
is tl1e identical land owned by Austin Blake and spoken. of. 
by Northam, at Station 8 _in the middle -of Carter BraxtQn'R· 
Mill. .Pond, and thence southward along the line or land of 
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south by the land of William T. Fauntleroy, whieh was the 
land which William T. Fauntleroy had bought from James 
Wood, and this tract of James Wood, was bounded by the 
line of Shooters' Hill also. Thus Healy ~s ~ tract· , and. the · -
James Wood tract all lay west of Shooter-s' Hill line ·from 
the Ash in the center of the pond to the chestnut tree on 
the corner of the big ditch spoken of in Wood~s deed to Faun; 
tleroy. .... . . . 
. Fauntleroy owned three of the tra(l<ts lying on the west 
side of Shooters' Hill-a good many years before he bought 
Shooters' Hill, in 1837, surveyed by Mr. Northam and Healy 
bought this land in question in 1851, fourteen years after 
Fauntleroy had bought Shooters' Hill. Thus it is clear th~t 
Fauntleroy's land bounded the Healy tract of -land on the 
east by the original Shooters' Hill traet and -·on the . other. 
side by James -Wood land o'vned by Fauntleroy and that it 
was not necessary for this 13% acres of- land to extend 
east of the Shooters' Hill·Iine in order to be bounded on the 
east and south, or other sides, by the lands· of William T. 
Fauntleroy estate in deed to Healy, for IIealy never bought 
farther ettst than the west line of Shooters'· Hill as Austin 
Blake's land was a portion of the land owned by William 
Robinson and Healy bought it from Austin Blake's heirs and 
all of Robinson's land was bounded by the =western line of 
Shooters' Hill Faxm, as is shown by survey of Puval, Joe 
Healy and Geo:rge Northam. 
The records will sho'v ·and prove that Robins on once owned 
all the land 'vest of- the Shooter's Hill line; now in dispute, 
and lying between Shooters' Hill line and the :Mill Race. 
. That a· Mr. George -Healy bought Lot No. 1,- bordering on 
the Piankatank River and between the Mill Race on the 
west and Shooters' Hill on the east, marked .by a big ditch 
on the western line of S'hooters' ~Iill, as is clearly sho'vn in 
the deed to William T. Fauntleroy, D. B. 15, page 148, year 
1825, Record, p. 24. · - . 
That a Mr. Henry Palmer ])Ought Lot No. 2, adjoining 
Lot No.1, on the south, and extending northw-ard and bounded 
on the west side by Mill Race and on the east by the_ west 
line of Shooters' Hill; ma.rked by big ditch, as will be clearly 
shown in Henry Palmer's deed to William T. Fauntle~oy, 
D. B. 16, page 22, year 1829,- Record, p~ 28. . -·· . 
That a Mr. James Wood bought Lot No. 3, adjoining Lot 
No. 2 on the south, and extending northward and bounded 
en the 'vest by the Mill Race and on the .east by the w.e$t 
line ot Shooters' Hill Fa.rm, marked by big ditch, a ohestiiut 
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tree on corner of ditch, D. B.15, page 199,. year 1826. Record, 
p. 26. . 
That Captain Robert Healy bought Lot No. 4, adjoining 
Lot No. 3, on the south, and extending northward to the 
south side of the eastern prong of the mill pond, and on 
the west by the Mill Race property and on the east by the 
land of William T. Fauntleroy, Shooters' Hill Farm, as will 
be seen by deed from R. L: Blake, D. B. 20, page 571, and 
deed from Long and Hale, D. B. 18, page 282. R-ecord, p. 41. 
·Also a deed to Healy showing that his line runs on the 
south side of mill pond to the land of William T. Fauntleroy 
and thence northward 6 poles distance, to Station 24, see 
plat, p .. 44, R.ecord, an ash in the middle o.f the pond, that 
being the same ash 'vhich Mr. Northam refers to in I1is sur-
vey, as Station 8, an ash in the middle of Carter Braxton '.s 
Mill Pond, and corner to the land ·of Austin Blal(e, which 
was the land Robert Healy bo-ught. 
Thus we have a straigl1t western line· of Shooters' Hill 
Farm, drawn from the Pianka tank River by N ortbam~ Duval 
and Joe Healy, surveyors, ov_er to the west side of a small 
swamp and to the center of Carter Braxton's Mill Pond, now 
known as Healy's Mill Pond, and we have three other deeds 
telling that there is a large ditch on the western line of 
Shooters' Hili Farm. So it is clear tha.t Healv never owned 
a foot of land east of that westeFn line of Shooters' Hilly 
tlie old big ditch. Healy's deed calls for the western line of 
Shooters' Hill for its eastern boundary, and l\!Ir. 0 'Hara 's 
survey corresponds exactly with every physical requirement,. 
as laid by six or seven other surveyors, as to the middle or 
the pond, west side of small swamp, and along through cen-
ter of a large ditch, over one hundred years old, 'vith oak 
trees growing in it and on sides of same, but plainly clear 
a~d visible all the wa.y do·wn the line, thre~ feet deep and 
three feet wide. 
While Mr. Stiff claims that he ran Northam's line, l1e ad-
mitted he knew of the ditch being there, but did not locate 
the line within 275 yards of it. That while North-am says· 
Shooters,. Hill corners in the middle of Carter Braxton'~ 
Mill Pond, Mr. Stiff places 1\:Ir. 1\:Ioody"s corner in the middle 
of Rose Swamp Marsh and 275 yards east of the ash, Station 
8, an ash in the middle of Carter Braxton's l\Hll Pond, and 
corner to Austin Blake's land, which is the land IIealy bought 
and of which Fa.rinholt claims title. 
Now, the question is, do these old deeds of record count 
for anything? And, if so, do the concrete monuments, viz: 
center of mill pond on the north, west side of small swamp, 
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the large ditch and the head of the stream of fresh water, 
and the Piankata.nk R.iver, on the south, count for anything·? 
Do prior surveys hold precedent over subsequent surveys, 
or notY · 
Now, as to adverse ownership, Mt< Walter L. Healy, who 
owned and now owns the Carter Braxton 1\Hll Pond, and R. H. 
Farinholt, the father of Robert G. Farinholt, never mani-
fested any o'\vnership to this tract of land now in question, 
during their lives. Captain Robert Healy had his tract, 
which he bought from Long and Hale and others, fenced 
in according to 1\{r. R. H. Humphries and Charles Duster, 
which extended one-third of the way from top of Mill Hill to 
Mr. Sutton's gate, which is the exact location of Mr. O'Hara's 
line and which we wish to establish. Both Mr. Humphries 
and Charles Duster told you that they knew of a house having 
been put on the piece of land and ~Ir. ·1\.'Ioody told you that 
he put the two houses there, tha.t remained there for ten 
years or more, when he sold them to Harry Robinson and 
he moved them away. Mr. 1\.'Ioody did actually occupy the 
land with dwelling houses which he rented to tenants. Mr. 
1.\Ioody did build an ice-house on this land, hventy years ago. 
when 1\!Ir. Healy and also Robert II. Farinholt. '\\·ere living, 
u.nd did cut ic.e off the pond and filled the said house, with 
twenty-five hundred tons of ice, and no objection was ever 
made against Mr. 1\!Ioody for doing this. Is not that evi-
dence of ownership, by Mr. J\{oody, and of possessim1, of 
this 13% a.c.res! 1\!Ir. Moody has, and can trace his title to 
this land bv a line of transfer of title deeds from A vlett to 
William T: Fauntleroy, 1837, Record, p. 11; then division 
deed between R. B. and V. H. Fauntleroy, heirs-at-law of 
\Villiam T. Fauntleroy, deceased 1887, Record, p. 9; then 
from R. B. Fauntleroy to John R. Segar, R.ecord, p. 7 : and 
from V. H. Fauntleroy to John R. Se_g·ar, H.ecord, p. 8; then 
from ,John R .. Segar to W. W. 1\{oody, Record, p. 6; and 
from Mary R. Segar, heir of John R. Segar to W. W. :Moody, 
page 5 of Record, when ~Ir. Robert G. Farinholt cannot show 
any title to a. foot of land east of the northern line as shown 
by Mr. 0 'Hara, from center of pond, 'vest of small swamp, 
thence on and through a large ditch to a head of a st.ream 
of fresh water. ~Ir. R. L. Blake's division of the Hea]v 
estate, and even Mr. R. L. Blake's plat and survey, says tlu{t 
1\'Ioody 's line g-oes to the side of the mill pond, page 4-.A: 
of Record, and his plat shows tha.t 1\{oody's line hit side 
of the pond 275 yards 'vest of 'vhere 1\tfr. Stiff pla~es 1\Jr. 
1\'Ioody's line. No,v, ,as to oral evidence, that J\;lr. ~Ioody 
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told one of Fa.rinholt's 'vitnesses 'vhere his line came, ·etc., 
~Ir. Moody tells you he did not lmow the exact location of 
his line, and for that reason, he employed a surveyor to locate 
l1is line, and first employed Mr. W. H. Stiff and paid him 
to loca.te the line· and Mr. Stiff claimed that he had located 
it, and made a map or plat of same for ~Ir. Moody, from 
the center of the mill pond as seen by the oil paper map, 
X Y Z, in Record. And six months afterward, said he was 
not certain as to that line, as Mr. Farinholt had then e'm-
ployed him to run the swvey for him, Mr. Stiff claiming he 
had to extend a line as shown on map he made for 1\fr. 1Yioody, 
over and across to see if it hit the head of the fresh water 
stream, as .called for by Mr. Northam, and when he <lid this 
to verify his work done for ~£oody, he found the line hit in 
Mr. Sutton's yard and in front of Mr. Sutton's house, and 
told Mr. Moody he was 300 feet east of the stream of fresh 
water, see Moody's evidence, and instead of going- to the 
head of the stream, or 300 feet farther west, as did J\fr. 
0 'Ha.ra, Mr. Stiff dropped back eastward, which placed him 
east of the mill pond exactly, and east of the 131f2 acres from 
'vhich 1Yir. Farinholt had cut the timber, instead of in the 
center of the pond as called for by Northam and others. He 
was 275 yards east of the ditch, when three former deeds 
stated that the ditch 'vas Shooters' Hill western boundary, 
and he tried to tell you that he followed Northam's plat 
or survey when he did not hit any physical conditions tha.t 
are indisputable, viz; the middle of the pond, the small swamp, 
the big ditch that stands there today, on Shooter:;;' Hill line, 
three feet deep and three feet 'vide and a. half mile long. 
We only ask for ·what the. records state and prove, to place 
Shooters' Hill line in the center of the mill pond, t-:lertain 
courses and dist.anc-es to west side of small swamp. thence 
oertain courses and distances through a large ditch, and on 
to the head of a stream of fresh wa.ter, as call~d for by 
Northam and others. All of these physical conditions exist 
today and \viii last for a thousand years to come, and when 
these records are recognized as of value, they proye <~onelu­
sively that Mr. Farinholt did not own a foot of land east of 
that line, and that he did cut 131f2 acres of old virgin timher 
east of that line, bearing those physical marks and condi-
tions. And, therefore, eve1y foot of timber Farinholt cut 
there was on Mr. ~£oody's land and you are asked, gentle-
mel\ of this Court to award Mr. Moody damages for this 
13¥2 acres of timber, very moderately estimated to be 'vorth $3,000.00. 
I 'vish further to state that this tract of 13Jth acres of land, 
--~- ----------------~-- ~-~- 1 
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from which Mr. Farinholt has cut thls old virgin growth of 
timber, now in controversy, was not separate and apart from 
other lands owned by Mr. Moody; Neither was it open or 
tillable land; nor was it grazing land; but it was regularly 
and well set in timber and .had been growing there and stand-
ing there untouched by any man, axe or saw, for sixty-five 
years or more; and that it was not a tract by itself, standing 
aloof from any other lands of ~fr. Moody, but it wa.s adjacent 
to and a part of a body of timber owned by Mr. ~Ioody ex-
tending nearly a half mile further east, and embraced in 1\{r. 
Moody's survey and Mr. Moody paying taxes on the same~ 
No notice has ever been served on ~fr. Moody and he knew 
nothing of Mr. Farinholt's laying any cla.im to a foot of land 
there. There were no visible lines having ever been run 
through this tract of timber; no marked tree or trees to 
designate any line ever having been run there; and even up 
to today, there is no line tree there. Mr. Stiff does not claim 
any line tree or trees where he says the Farinholt line comes 
and not one tree marked except or unless marked by Mr. W. H. 
Stiff in his recent .surveys and no one knows anything abo11t 
them being tl1ere. There were marked line trees on this line 
in question, and so mentioned by Mr. R. L. Blake in his divi-
sion deed of Robert Healy's estate, but that line was not 
where Mr. Stiff claimed for it to be,'but on the west end of 
this 13% acres of land exactly where Mr. 0 'Hara has traced 
Shooter '.s Hill western boundaries, which traverse the big 
ditch, and on west side of sma.ll s'vamp and to the center 
of the mill pond, and that is where Mr. Farinholt first started 
his men cutting, and have cut all the line trees on the 
Shooters' Hill line in question, south of the small swamp and 
out to the county road and the fore and aft stump.s only 
mark that line south of the old dead cedar, on west side of 
Rmall swamp. But, beyond the old dead cedar, from there 
to the center of the pond, there sti11 remain some few of 
those old virgin pine trees, two of which are side·-line trees, 
marked many years ago and are two of the marked trees 
that Mr. R. L. Blake states that mark that line, the western 
bou.ndary of Shooters' Hill Farm, as will be seen by referring 
to the deed notes given in Mr. R. L. Blake's division, page 
4-A of Record. Now, that Mr. Farinholt has cut these line 
trees, called for by Mr. R. L. Blake's division deed of the 
Healy estate, and some one has erased and changed the only 
figures given in Mr. R. T. Bland's plat, by which this line 
could be accurately identified, a.s to location, there is no other 
'vay left to locate this line than to refer to former surveys 
made of this same line, and we find the physical conditions 
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there marked by everlasting monum~nts, the center of the 
mill pond, the small svra.mp, the big ditch and the stream 
of fresh water, in one 8traight line from the cedar on west 
side· of small swamp o-ver to the head of the fresh 'vater 
stream that empties into the Piankatank River. And, ma.y 
it please your Honor, it is proven that in August, 1911, ~~r~ 
Moody wanted to dig or build an ice-house on this very tract 
of land and not 50 yards east of the small swamp called for 
by these former surveyors, Northam and Joe Healy and not 
50 yards east of the two virgin pine trees marked and stand-
ing on the .boundary of the Healy estate and the western 
boundary of Shooters' :Hill, the line which we are claiming, 
and which Mr. O'Hara had found to fill every physical re-
quirement. And as Mr. ~Ioody expected to ereet and build on 
this 13'% acres of land, a large ice-house, which he did build 
and stored twenty-five hundred tons of ice in it, that winter 
of 1911-1912, he beforE~ building. this large ice-house, bar-
gained and agreed 'vit.h Mr. Walter L. Healy by eontract, 
which yon gentlemen 'vill please note, as testified to by Mr. 
. Moody, for the privilege to cut ice off ~ealy's Mill Pond, 
adjacent to his grist mill, for 'vhich Mr. ~foody would give 
Mr. Walter L. Healy iee for his family use, whenever Mr. 
Moody had ice harveste~d or stored· in said house or houses, 
which said Moody shall have and ma.y hereafter erect, thus 
showing and proving that ~Ir. W. L. Healy laid no claim 
whatever to this land on which ~ir. ~Ioody built the ice-
house, as evidenced by ]\Ir. Healy's contract with Mr. ~foody 
for the cutting of ice off his pond. Mr. Healy, the only 
living s9n a.nd direct heir of Captain Robert Healy, and who 
owned at that time Ca.rter Braxton Mill and :.Mill Pond, 
spoken of and called for by Mr. Northam in his survey, made 
1837, kne'v Mr. Moody'·s purpose to build a.· large ice-house 
adjacent to the mill pond and in the middle of this l3lh 
acres now in controverHy, and just east of the small swamp, 
which Mr. 0 'Hara 'splat ca.lled for, as the line run by Northam 
in 1837, but 225 yards ''rest of the point Mr. Stiff tries to tell 
you was Northam's line-east of the pond entirely. ~fr. · 
O'Hara's line fits every condition ca.lled for by Northam in 
1837, William Duval in 1797 and Joe Healy, surveyor, in 
1810. And also deed from George Healy 1825 to. William 
T. Fauntleroy, D. B. 14, page 148, and from Henry C. Palmer, 
deed tp William T. Fauntleroy, D. B. 16, page 22, 1829, a.nd 
from James Wood to VVillia.m T. Fauntleroy, 1826, D. B. 15, 
page 199. Mr. Walter L. Healy made no claim to 60 or 90 
feet surrounding or bordering the mill pond at this point, 
~s he was living· and kne'v that this house was on the land 
!~ 
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of Mr. Moody, Shooters' Hill Farm, and not on any land 
owned by the Healy estate. He raised no objection to l\fr. 
Moody building this large ice-house, there along the side of 
the mill pond, as he knew his father, Captain Rohert Healy, 
never owned the 131h acres in controversy. The IIealy esta.te 
had only been divided 5 years before this contract was made 
and all fresh in Mr. Walter Healy i3 mind and he, heir and 
owner of the mill pond and mill, admits Mr. l\t£oody's title 
to this particular tract or parcel of land. And he not owning 
the location of the ice-house, it is evident that Mr. Fa.rinholt 
never owned 13¥2 acres or any pa.rt thereof, as Farinholt's 
title was limited by the 0 'Hara or Shooters' Hill line as 
well as 1\fr. Walter Healy's 60 foot strip to his farm. If the 
Robert Healy land, through whicp. Robert Farinholt can only 
lay claim to any land, whether east or 'vest of the line· estab-
lished by 1\fr. O'Hara, had come east of said O'flara 's line, 
under the division deed of R. L. Blake, as shown by plat of 
R. L. Blake, page 4-A, Record, Mr. Walter J.J. Healy 'Yould 
have owned the spot where 1\Ir. !-Ioody dug his ice-house 
along side and adjacent to the Carter Braxton's l\Hll Pond, 
now owned by the widow of Walter L. Healy, by virtue of 
Walter L. Healy's will, as the ice-house is not more than 
50 yards east of 0 'Hara 's line corner in Carter Braxton '.s 
Mill Pond. And it is clearly proven by the contract o.f :Nir. 
Moody with Mr. Healy, August, 1911, as to the harvesting of 
ic.e from Healy's Jviill Pond adjacent to the Grist mill pon,d, 
that Mr. Walter L. Healy made no claim whatever to the· 
land on 'vhich Mr. 1\.foody put or built the ice-house, but 
conceded the ownership of said land at that point, as vested 
in ~Ir. W. vV. Moody. Those fac.ts existing-, it is utterly 
impossible that 1\{r. Robert G. Fa.rinholt or his father before 
him, Mr. Robert H. Farinholt, could have owned that spot 
of land nor the 13¥:.! acres of land in question, and claimed 
by Robert G. Farinholt and from which he cut the timber, 
for Robert H. Farinholt, his father, although alive, never 
laid a_ny claim to this l31j2 acres during- his life. Thus, it 
is clear that :NI~~. R. H. Farinholt, nor ~Ir. \Va.lter L. Healy, 
did not question ~fr. Moody's title to this land, and also to a 
portion of this pond, 1\fr. Walter L. Healy making a contract 
to a.no,v Mr. 1\Ioody to cut ice off any part of this pond ad-
jacent to his mill, for 20 years' time, for the consideration 
of getting ice from 1\fr. ~Ioody for his family use, when ~fr. 
Moody had ice harvested and in his ice-house or houses. And 
Mr. l\Ioody did let hiri:t have ice for his home use, as he 
agreed, and never refused him ice 'vhen he bad ice· in the 
house. 
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Now, may it please ·Your Honor, if ~fr. Walter L. Healy 
did not own the land on which Mr. ~foody dug and built this 
large ice-bouse, it was utterly impossible for ~fr. Farinholt 
to own this l3lh acres of land from 'vhich he cut the virgin 
pine timber. Due to the fact that if Capt. Robt. Healy had 
owned this 13¥2 acres of land from which Farinholt cut this 
timber, Mr. '¥alter L. Healy would have owned· the land 
on which Mr. Moody built the ice-house and from the fact 
of the contract, Mr. Walter L. Healy gave 1\fr. Moody, allo,v-
ing him the privilege o:r cutting ice off his mill pond further 
than Mr. Moody owned., and even as far down the pond ad-
jacent to his grist mill, proved that Mr. Walter L. Healy, 
then living and owner of the mill pond, laid no claim what-
ever to the land on which 1\fr. Moody built the ice-house, but 
recognized Mr. ~foody's ownership of this land. And fur-
thermore, 1\fr. R. I{. Farinholt, through 'vhich Mr. R.obert G. 
Farinholt claims title, never did raise any objection or forbid 
Mr. Moody's digging or building this ice-house, there right 
in the middle of the l3V2 acres, and could not and never did 
lay claim to same .. 
These 13¥2 acres of land, from which lVIr. Robert G. Farin-
holt cut this timber, lit~s entirely east of the line that tra-
verses the big ditch and. west side of the small swamp to the 
center of Carter Bra.x·~on 's ~fill Pond, which marks the 
western boundary of Shooters' Hill Farm, and tha.t the deed 
from Robert L. Blake, D. B. 20, page 571, and Long and Hale 
to Capta.in Robert Healy, D. B. 18, page 282, tell you that 
Captain Robert Healy only bought up to the western line of 
Shooters' Hill and never did own a foot of land east of that 
line which traverses the~ large ditch and west side of small 
swa~p. And furthermore that line as Mr. 0 'Hara has found, 
to comply with all o~ the physical conditions, lies west of 
the first and only small swamp west of the ice-house built 
by Mr. Moody, and thus no possible mistake as to ~fr. Moody's 
ownership of this 13lh aere tract and no mistake as to llealy's 
ever having owned samE!, nor one foot east of 0 'Hara 's line. 
Now as to adverse poHsession, und~r ·\Vhich Farinl1olt tries 
to claim this whole 131h acres of land, set in old virgin growth 
pine timber, seventy-fiv·~ or·more years old: 
First: the records .show that it belongs to 1\!fr. ~Ioody; 
Second: Mr. }.foody built this large ice-house on this land, 
and right in center of Bame. He filled this ice-house with 
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ice and sold several thousand tons of ice out of same for each 
:filling; 
Third: Mr. Moody put two houses on this land as Mr. 
Moody owned about 100 acres of wooded land adjacent to this 
and did rent these houses out as dwelling houses to one Lizzie 
Roane, for several years, and the houses remained there for 
10 or 15 years, and finally Mr. Moody sold these houses to 
one Harry Robinson and he tore them down and moved same 
and no objecti.ons from either HeaJy or Farinholt, when 
Farinholt admitted his only plea for adverse ownership was 
that he did take up a few railroad ties, cut fifteen years ago, 
and Claude Williams said he cut a litle dogwood there ten 
or fifteen years ago, while Mr. Moody tells you ther~ never 
was an axe in those woods to cut anything, since the Civil 
· War, until Farinholt went in and cut the 13%· acres of tim-
ber, against .the orders or wishes of Mr. Moody and had cut 
over one-half of it before Mr. Moody knew anything of his 
cutting it, and that Mr. Moody did all he could to stop him, 
even had his haulers arrested by Mr. R. B. Segar, Sheriff 
of Middlesex County, and tried a.nd :fined by Mr. Walter Har-
wood, Justice of the Peace of ~Iiddlesex County, and still he 
continued to cut. 
Thus it is clear that 1\tir. 1\tioody has had actual and 
notorious pOssession of this very 13% acre tract for the past 
20 years as evidenced by this ice-house and d'velling house. 
The blue print filed in this case, made by Mr. O'Ifara, not 
only sho,vs you that the line as he found it, center of mill 
pond and west side of small swamp, and then traversing the 
large ditch and hitting the head of the fresh water stream 
that empties into the Piankatank River, as called by at least 
six recorded deeds referred to, but it also shows the line 
first run by Mr. W. H. Stiff, for Mr. Moody in February, 
1928, and of 'vhich Mr. Stiff drew or made a plat of same, 
'vhich is filed in this suit, shown on oil paper, XYZ, for which 
he collected pay for the work from Mr. Moody as final. And 
it also shows a line ]\lfr. W. H. Stiff ran for Mr. Farinholt 
in March, 1929, thirteen months later, for the purpose of 
moving Mr. 1\{oody's line about 275 yards east than where 
the records prove it should be, and it will be seen that neither 
of Mr. Stiff'·s lines, both lines taken from Mr. Stiff's cedar 
stobs, setting 300 feet apart, with a tack in the top of each, 
which stobs still remain, which agree with the record, that 
Mr. Stiff shows no regard for the records, as neither course 
he ran complies with the courses laid down by any of the 
records. And further that neither of the two lines are alike, 
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varying over 5 degrees in course, one from the other. And 
yet, he has claimed both to be correct as evidenced by the-
plat made for Mr. Moody, which is filed in this case and what 
l1e claimed for Mr. Farinholt, and neither hits the mill pond 
on the north end, nor does it hit the fresh water stream on 
the south end. And it does not come in 275 yards of the 
big ditch called for by recorded deeds, claiming that ditch 
was the western boundB:.ry line of Shooter's Hill, which is 
the line inYolved. We "rill also observe that while l\rfr. Stiff 
differs in courses of the two lines he did n1n, neither of the 
lines which he did run was on the course laid down by 
Northam, as is shown by Mr. O'I:Iara's blue print filed in this 
case, giving- dotted line as a course which N ortl1am called 
for and which 1\tlr. Stiff claimed he was guided hy in his work. 
Tl1us, if your Honors feel and see that the line given by 
Mr. 0 'Hara from the center of the mill pond, to west side of 
Stn.all swamp, and throug-h a large ditch to the head of the 
stream of fresh water that empties into the Pianka tank RiverT 
as called for by six deeds of record, is the western line of 
Shooters' Hill, you will then please find for l\rfr. l\Ioody, in 
his claim for damages, as all the. 131f2 acres of land from 
which Mr. Farinholt cut thi~ timber, was east of that line and 
was the land of Mr. W. W. l\Ioody, as is clearly proven by 
the records pointed out. 
Mr. Stiff states in his evidence that he made certain meas-
urements around the shore to ascertain (this very line in· 
question) the line between Shooters' Hill and the land of the 
Wm. Robinson Tract, showing that l\rfr. Stiff lmew that Wm. 
R-obinson's land laid to the· west of Shooters' Hill and also 
that he Imew of the DuVal, George Healey and Northam 
surveys on this line, which was a .straight line all the way 
from the head of the fresh 'va.ter stream across to west 
side of ~ small s'vamp adjacent to the Mill pond and that 
this straight line was th·a dividing line between tracts Nos. 1, 
2 and 3, owned respectively by Geo. Healey, Henry C. Pal-
mer and James Wood a.s well as the land of Austin Blake, 
which Healey bought from Blake and Long and Hales, etc. 
And that the deeds from Geo. Healey, H. C. Palmer and 
James Wood to Wm. 'r. Fauntleroy all tell you that the 
western line of Shooter's Hill was marked by a large ditch 
fore and aft on the line between Shooter's Hill and the Wm. 
Robinson's land he refers to, which he was trying to locate 
by a measurement uncertain courses around the meandering· 
of an erosive river shore after ninety-one years' time of 
washing by the waves, etc., and he chooses to accept these 
unoertatin rneasurement~: 1'ather than, the la1',qe ditch lze saw 
~!i"--
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six or eight hundred feet farther west when three deeds as 
above, tell you the large ditch was the western boundary of 
Shooters' Hill. Now, which holds precedence, these rugged 
measurements or the everlasting large ditch which the records 
tell you is the correct line on west of Shooters' Hill. 
Now, in addition to the many surveys 'vhich have been 
made by Mr .. Stiff and proved by Mr. Bland, Northam ancl 
O'Hara as well as by Mr. S.tiff himself as unreliable in giving 
different courses from all others and of himself. Each time · 
he has attempted to run the line in question from Pond to · 
County road, he finally gives the course on the oil paper plats 
filed as XYZ in this case as 39% degrees west, in his state-
ment on the plat, deed or 'vork he did for Farinholt. I will 
ask and your attention is invited to the fact this proves to 
be incorrect and cannot be proved to be correct in any way 
of comparison, visa.bly in Northam's survey you will see that 
the eastern line of Shooter's Hill from Indigo· s\\ramp to the· 
persimmon stump on north side of Public road and the 
western line of Shooters' Hill sho'v only a divergence of 1% 
degrees at the time of survey, and the magnetic change of 
the needle for ninety-one years' time elapse between 
Northam's and Stiff's surveys would amount to 4~ degrees 
and 1\f.r. Stiff's survey for Farinholt gives t-hat course from 
pond to road as 39l% degrees. 
And also this very line as given by Stiff as 391f2 degrees, 
1\IIr. 0 'Hara took the course from Stiff's o'~ln stabs, which 
are there today 'vith a tack in top of each stob and 'Mr. 0 'Hara 
tells you on his blue prints that it is S. 49 degrees, 15 min. 
and you will see that Stiff's course run by Stiff off the same 
line which ran for Moodv. 1\fr. 0 'Hara shows on his blue 
print in files that 1\fr. Stiff did actually run that on a course 
of S. 44 degrees 06 m. "While :h!r. Stiff ela.imed on his plat 
X. Y. Z. to be , the same course 1\fr. Bland gave 43 
years before, and 1\fr. Stiff further tells yon that he was 
guided by the plats of l\fr. Northam, Bland and Blake. 
No,v, Mr. Blake's plat you will observe shows that Mr. 
1\foody's line hit the side of the pond at least 600 or 800 
feet from the head of the pond-and his deed notes tell yo11 
Moody's line hits side of the pond, yet lVfr. Stiff put ~fr., 
Moody's line entirely east of the pond and in the middle 
of Rose Swamp, ·simply because Stiff's measurements of 124 
poles down Rose S.wamp were incorrect, therefore he fails to 
go to the center of the pond as Northam calls for or to the 
side of the pond as called for and shown by Blake's deed 
and plat. 
Furthermore, 1\fr. Blake says A{oody's line was marked by 
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a line of marked trees--from road to side of the pond-and 
Mr. Stiff fails to find on any of his courses or lines a single 
line tree, not one does he find. 
When Mr. 0 'Ha.ra did find two virgin P.ines, line trees on 
his line, starting between the dea,d cedar (called for by 
Bland) on West side of same swamp and the center of the 
mill pond a.s called for by Northam, and only fore and aft 
stumps marked the line from the down ceda.r and to the county 
road, as Mr. Farinholt had cut all t.he timber from this Ian4 
and the line trees werE! evidently cut by him as Blake said 
they were there, when he surveyed in 1906, p. 4-A of Record. 
Mr. Stiff lays particular .stress as to the size of the stream 
of fresh water Mr. O'Hara struck West of Mr. Sutton's barn, 
and says it was a bold .stre·am of water, and that the one 
he hit East of Sutton's house was a small insignificant stream, 
etc., where someone had dammed for a goose pond. Now, 
tirst, there is no description given by Mr. Northam of this 
stream other than it "'as a fresh water stream running a 
certain distance and course to where it emptied in tl1e river, 
and the stream Mr. O'Ifara. hit is there today as clearly de-
fined as it was 92 years ago, and fills· every description as 
given by Mr. Northam a.s to course and distance and a fresh 
water stream that empties into the river. The dividing line 
between Shooters' Hill and William Robinson's Iand1 Mr. 
Stiff tells you that he knew of this stream being tbere but he 
would not sta:rt from that stream as did I\fr. 0 'Hara, and 
consequently :1\'Ir. Stiff was 275 yards East of the big ditch 
that three records tell vou is the Western line of Shooters' 
Hili, nor did 1\fr. Stiff go to the West .side of a small swamp, 
~or to the center of the mill pond as Mr. Northam and also 
Geo. Healy as shown by their surveys, s·upra. 
But Stiff does not hit the pond at all but lands in the mid-
dle of Rose Swamp Ivfa.rsh, he does not hit a line tree any-
where on his line, and the courses that he gives are different 
from any thing of record, and as he has made survey for 
Mr. Moody as per X. Y. Z. and survey for Mr. Rol)ert Fa.rin-
holt, a.ll shown by the e,·idence. 
Both surveys made J:or the one purpose to locate the 
'Vestern boundary of Shooters' Hill. 
He not only made the:~e lines about 300 feet apart and one 
400 feet from the large ditch and the other about 700 feet 
from the large ditch, but l1e ran them. one 391i~ degrees and 
tl1e other 49lf2 degrees, a difference of 10 degrees for the same 
line and when tested by :Mr. O'Ha.ra's· instrument that hit the 
ditch, the swamp, strearn of fresh water a.nd,' etc., it proves 
tha.t his line of stobs 300 feet apart 'vith a tack in the top 
====~--------------------------------------------------------1!~ 
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of each to indicate accurately, does not mark the course as 
Stiff claims for them by about 10 degrees. Nor does it cor-
respond with the course he ran on East side of Shooters' Hill, 
'vhen allowing for difference of l:fh degrees in the two lines 
East and West Boundary of Shooters' Hill a.s given by 
Northam and 41/2 degrees for magnetic change in the compass 
for 92 years. Then it is clear Mr. Stiff's lines are· not safe 
or right and do not follow courses of former surveys, nor 
does he hit any physical marks, called for by any other 
surveyor, either Northam, Bland or Blalte, which he claims 
he wa.s guided by, and if the records count for anything this 
Western line of Shooters' Hill and Eastern line of Farinholt 
land must meet at O'Hara's line shown on blue print on line 
traversing the big ditch, etc. 
Now, in conclusion, I wish to call your attention to the 
nominal damages which Mr. J\~Ioody claims for this 13~4 acres 
of timber 1Yir. Farinholt cut on him. 
It is clear from the evidence that this was a tract of old 
virgin pine. Mr. Moody told you. that there had not been 
an axe or saw in· those woods to cut any of this pine timber 
in the past sixty-five or seventy years, certainly not since 
the Civil War. l\!Ir. Farinholt said he inspected or took up 
a few ties that were· cut there about fifteen or twenty yea.rs 
ago and Mr. Claude Williams said he cut some dogwood 
there many years ago, but no one admitted or claimed to 
know of a stick of pine timber eve~ having been cut from 
this tract of land since the Civil War, sixty-five years ago, 
a.nd this land was set in Virginia pine timber, not a word 
to the contrary, and Mr. Moody has told you that he had 
lately cut timber of this grade and quality adjacent to and 
of 'vhich this timber that Mr. Farinholt cut 'vas a pa.rt of 
this same tract. a.nd that it would ha.ve been worth even more 
than $3,000.00 to him had not Mr. Farinholt cut it. 
And your Honors, please, when a ma.n comes upon your 
land and cuts your timber it is not for him to set the price 
for stumpage and at a price he could make a profit, but the 
profit if any should go to Mr. Moody as he is in the saw 
mill business a.nd has a mill now setting in the neck of 
timber. Thus you will please find for ~Ir. ~Ioody $3,000.00 
damages. 
There is but one line involved in this case, viz: the Western 
Line of Shooters' Hill, and that line consists of three courses 
only. The one course on the South End is laid down and is 
the course of the fresh water stream which empties into the 
Pianka.tank River. · 
The second course, which is the longest and 'vhich mostly 
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concerns this case, is a straight line which starts at the 
hea.d of the fresh water stream and pass·es through a large 
ditch which marks the ~Western line of Shooters' Hill farm, 
as will be seen in Deed from Geo. Healy to Wm. T. Fauntle.; 
roy made in 1825, D. B. 15, page 148. Deed from llenry C. 
Palmer made in 1829 to Wm. T. Fauntleroy, D. B. 16, page 
22, and Deed from Jan1es Wood to Wm. Fauntleroy made 
in 1926, D. B. 15, page 199, all referred to above. · 
And the third course is laid down and is governed by the 
West side of a small s\vamp and giving this distance from 
a cedar (which is now rotten but still enough to identify it~ 
self) to the center of Garter Braxton's mill pond ( "rhich is 
now o·wned by Mrs. W. L. IIealy) on the north end of this 
line, as will he seen in surveys made by 1\{r. Northam in 
1837, referred to in D. B. 17, page 405, and in survey made 
by Geo. Healy, 1810, refen·ed to in D. B. 13, page 44, both of 
which deeds are referrc~d to above. 
First, this line extends from the Piankatank R.iver north-
ward to the Center of the mill pond. Second, its south end 
must confor.m· to the course of a fresh 'va.ter stream. Third, 
the middle course frorn bead of this fresh water stream 
over to west side of small swamp must be governed by and 
must pass through this large ditch as called for and described 
by the three deeds named a.bove-Geo. Healy, Ifenry C. Pal-
mer and James ·Wood. Regardless of measurements the 
ditch identifies itself. '!'here is but one ditch. Fourth, the 
northern course must conform to this west side_ of a small 
swamp and must be 21 poles and 10 links from old cedar 
to center of the mill pond (Northam's survey, 1837, D. B. 17, 
page 405, from station 8 an ash in middle of Carter Brax-
ton's mill pond to 9, a eedar on West side of small swamp). 
Can you conceive of a more definitely marked or described 
line than this, a mill pond on the north, an<l: a river on the 
south with a small swamp that complies with .course and 
measurements adjacent to the mill pond, and a. stream of 
fresh water that complies with course and measurements 
adjacent to the Pianks,tank River, and with a large ditch 
3 ft. wide and 3 ft. deep and one-half mile long between the 
stream on the south and the small swamp on the north to tell 
us beyond all possible 1nistake, that we are at the right and 
true line, together with the physical conditions so completely 
fitting every requirement as laid down by six or seven for-
mer surveys of years ago. 
No man has a right to disregard the mandates of the records 
and move Mr. Moody's line from the center or middle of the 
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mill pond and place it 275 yards further east in the middle 
of Rose Swamp marsh and 275 yards East of the large ditch. 
No matter what he may tell you of his measurements, ¥r. 
Moody's line is governed by these concrete marks and Mr: 
Stiff should have gone to these marks as laid down by the 
records. 
And if your honors feel that these records of one hundred 
years ago are 'vorth while, then you 'vill please find for Mr. 
Moody damages done by Mr. Farinholt in the cutting of Mr. 
Moody's timber and selling same for his 0"\\"'11 welfare and 
use. 
Very re~pectfully submitted, 
W. W. MOODY, 
Plaintiff. 
VIRGINIA: 
In the Circuit Court of Middlesex County. 
W. W. Moody 
vs .. 
R. G. Farinholt. 
• • l 
.. :·: ~'i' 
. . -. .. 
Pleas had before the Circuit Court of l\Hddlesex County, 
Virgi~ia, on the 26th day of March, 1930. 
Present: Hon. Claggett B. Jones, Judge. 
DECLARATION. 
Be it remembered that heretofore, to-wit: on the 14th day 
of February, 1930, came the plaintiff W. W. Moody, and filed 
his declaration against the defendant, R .. G. Farinholt, in the 
following words and fig11res: 
DECLARATION. 
Virginia: 
In the Circuit Court of l\fiddlesex County. 
W. W. Moody 
vs .. 
R. G. Farinholt. 
;; 
3Q Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia. 
W. W. 1foody complains of R. G. Farinholt of a plea of 
trespass on the case for this, to-wit! that heretofore, to-wit: 
<;)n the day of , 1927, in the County of Middle-
sex and on divers other occasions and times between that 
day and the commencement of this suit, the said defendant 
with force and arms broke and entered a certain close of the 
said plaintiff in the .said county then and there known as 
''Shooters' Hill'' and then and there cut down and destroyed 
the trees and underbrush within said close and within that 
part of said close next adjoining to the true boundary line 
between the land of the said plaintiff and th~ land whereof 
the said defendant and. others are jointly seized and pos-
sessed, and the said plaintiff says that the true boundary line 
between his ;sa.id close and the land whereof the 
page 2 ~ said defendant and others are jointly seized is the 
self same line which was claimed by this plaintiff in 
a certain proceeding to establish a boundary line recently 
brought in the Circuit Court of Middlesex County, Virginia, 
by the .said defendant and others, and reference is specifically 
made to a certain blue print· made by W. F. 0 'Hara, Civil 
Engineer (and filed in the papers in this case as a part of 
this plaintiff's answer to said petition and to the descrip-
tion of the said boundary line given in this plaintiff's answer 
to said petition), to-wit: 
500 oak trees, 100 ash trees, 50 elm trees, 10,000 pine trees, 
50 cedar trees, 50 walnut trees, 100 beech trees, of great 
value, to-wit, of the value of Three Thousand Dollars, did cut 
down and carry away .a.nd convert and dispose of the same 
.to his own use. 
And other wrong·s of the said plaintiff the said defendant 
then and there did to thH damage of the said plaintiff of Three 
Thousand Dollars and there f·ore be brings his snit. 
page 3 ~ W. W. 1\!Ioody 
vs. 
Robert G. Farinholt. 
W. D. EVANS, 
CHAS. S. S~IITH, Jn., P. Q .. 
The following evidence on behalf of the Plaintiff and of 
the Dedendant, respectively, as hereinafter denoted, is all the 
evidence tha.t was introduced on the trial of this case. 
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First witness called ·for the Plaintiff, 
W. W. MOOD¥, 
was the Plaintiff, who testilied as follows: That R. G. ·Farin-
holt cut over 13 1/2 acres of my timbered land lying on 
the North Western portion of my farm called ''Shooters' 
Hill" lying in ::Middlesex County. I have been in the sa'v 
mill business for 19 years or more and have had consider-
able experience in handling timber and lumber. The tract 
of land which Mr. Farinholt cut was thickly set in pine tim-· 
ber, and some poplars and some little other timber. Some 
of these pine trees were original growth pine, been tliere since 
before the Civil War, tha.t the rings in the stumps of some 
of these trees showed that they were over 90 years old. That 
he estimated the value of the timber destroyed or cut by Mr. 
Farinholt at $3,000.00 because of the class of the timber and 
the prices that he, Moody, could have sold the same for if 
he had been permitted to handle it and manufacture it into 
lumber himself, and that he was handling timber from the 
lands adjoining this particular tract which timber was of 
similar grade and quality, that he had a mill on this ad-
joining tract and had been handling lumber for the past 
several years from that tract. I did not count the trees and 
no axe had been in the timber for 90 years. · 
page 4 ~ _The next witness called by the Plaintiff was 
LEWIS JACKSON, 
who testified tha.t he was worlcing for Mr. R .. G. Farinholt, 
the Defendant, when the timber on the 13 1/2 acres of lancl 
was cut and that some of it was very nice timber; and that 
he didn't know what the· value of it was and could not say 
how much damage tbe cutting of the timber had done to 
the place. Mr. Faririholt cut some pine and some hard wood 
I knew that there was a stob opposite Sutton's gate on the 
13 1/2 acre tra.ct. -
At this point the Plaintiff rested his case. 
The defendant then jntroduced 
R. G. F ARINHOLT, 
the defendant in this case, who testified as follows: That 
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he had cnt no timber on Mr. Moody's land but that he -had 
cut timber on the 13 1/~~ acres belonging to his father and 
mother. That he had cut about, as near as he could come 
at it, 50,00 feet, which he supposed 'vould be worth $5.00 
or $6.00 ·per M. stumpage, about $20.00 per M. f. o. b. Balti-
more. That about 15 years ago he had cut ties on this tract 
for. his father, R. H. Farinholt; about 10 years ago he sold 
dogwood off this land to Claude Williams for his Father R. H. 
Farinholt. Mr. Moody did not make objection. 
At this point the follo·wing deeds were introduced: Healy 
(partition deed), D. B. 3~1, page 138; Healy to Fa.rinholt, D·. B. 
39, Page 319; Healy to :B"'arinholt, D. B. 41, page 86 ; Healy 
to Farinholt, D. B. 43, page 116; Healy to Fa.rinholt, D. B. 42, 
page 237. The witness then stated that his mother, Bettie 
Boyd Farinholt, still owns a 1/5 interest in the land, and 
her dower in the remainder. 
Defendant rested. 
page 4-A ~ In the ~Circuit Court of Middlesex County at 
May Term, 1906. 
DECREE CONFIRMING PETITION. 
W. L. Healy 
vs. 
J. Boyd Healy, Bettie Boyd Farinholt, Garland Healy, 
Roberta Healy, Kate liealy, Mary Healy. 
f~· 
This cause came on this day to be again heard and upon 
the papers formerly read and upon the report of H. L. 
Smither and others with the exhibits filed therewith made 
pursuant to a decretal order entered in this cause and filed 
in the Clerk's Office May 29, 1906, and the exceptions to said 
report this day filed by li. I. Lewis Gdn ad Litem for infant 
defenda!!ts and as attorney for Bettie Boyd Fa.rinholt and 
was argued by counsel. On consideration whereof it being 
admitted in open Court that the addendum to the said report 
was made as set out in said exceptions thereto-the Court 
doth sustain said exceptions to the same and doth further ad-
judge, or.der a.nd decree that the said report as filed in the 
Clerk 1s Office Ma.y 22, 1906, be and the same is confirmed. 
And the Court doth adjudge, order and decree that in accord-
ance with said report and allotment H. Boyd Healy the only 
}leir of. J. B. Healy is a:ssigned and allotted Lot No. 1 con-
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taining 280 acres and fully described by metes ·and bounds 
on the plat and survey :fi~ed with the said report of the Com-
missioners. . · · _ 
·That Lot No. 2 containing 833:tj2 acres in three parcels, one 
parcel containing 3oo:~ acres one parcel containing 519 acres 
amd a third parcel containing 131h acres said three parcels 
being fully described in the aforesaid plat is assigned and 
allotted jointly to the children of G. S. Healy deed to wit:· 
Bettie Boyd Farinholt Garland Healy Robeeta Healy Kate 
Healy and Mary Healy. Tha.t lot No. 3 containing 366 acres 
fully desc-ribed in said plat is assigned and allotted to Walter 
L. Healy. That said parties shall stand seized and possessed 
in fee simple of .said several parcels allotted to them as afore-
said. · 
Since it further appearing to the Court from the ·report 
of the Commissioners that Lot No. 1 which was assigned 
and ·allotted to H. Boyd Healy is worth $300.00 
page 4-B ~ more than the other two lots the Court doth ad-
judge order and decree that tl1e said H. Boyd 
Healy shall pay the sum of one hundred dollars to Walter L. 
Healy and the sum of one hundred dolloars to the children 
and heirs at law of G. S. Healy and the Court doth further 
adjudge order and decree that the Clerk of this Court shall 
record a copy of this decree along with a description of the 
several tracts of land partitioned among the parties as they 
appear on the plats filed with the report of the Com. in his 
deed book as is provided in Section 2510 of the Code of Vir-
ginia. · 
DESCRIPTION. 
Lot No. 1 Bounded North by lot No. 3, East by Fairfield 
South by Pianka.tank River and West. by lot No. 2. 
Lot No. 2 containing 8331;(1 acres is three parcels one con-
taining 300% acres bounded N ortl1 by lot No. 3 East -by 
lot No. 1 South and West by Piankatank River, one con-
taining 519 acres bounded North by Harmony Grove church 
and others East by J. P. Slaughter and others S'outh bv· 
W. W. Moody and the Mill pond and_ \Vest by Fouutaili, 
Davis and others and the third containing 13% acres bounded 
North by the ·~Hll pond East by W. W. l\foody South by 
~fain Co. Road and West by the ~Iill tract. Lot No. 3 con-
taining 366 acres bounded North by public road, ·East by roacl 
a.nd Fairfield South hv lots Nos. 1 and 2 and \Vest bv \V. \V .• ~oody. . ~ ~ 
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· Lot No. 4 known a.s the ~fill tract containing 117% acres 
bounded North by lot 1\: o. 2' East by Moody South by Pianka-
tank and West by Millwood tract. 
A road 20 feet wide :Erom the junction of Coach Point and 
House road through lot No. 3 as the same is now located 
,_mt to the public road iB established for the use of the owners 
of Lots Nos. 1, 2 & 3. 
Recorded-1\!liddlesex County, Virginia, D. B. 39, page 138-
139, J nne 15, 1906. 
· · (See manuscript for plat.) 
page 4-C ~ This deed made this 12th day of December 
1906 between Kate Healy of the first part and 
Robt. H. Farinholt of the second part. 
Witnesseth That in consideration of the sum of One thous-
and ($1,000.00) DollarE; cash the receipt whereof is hereby 
acknowledged, the said Kate Healy doth grant at;td convey 
unto the said Robt. H. Farinholt with general warranty of 
title all of her right title and interest in three several tracts· 
or parcels of land forrrterly a portion of Woodstock and in-
herited from Robt. Healy Grandfather of sa.id Kate Healy 
one lot containing 519 acres, another lot 3003,4 acres and 
another 13~ acre.s making in the aggregate 8331_4 acres and 
being designated lot No. 2 on plat of survey made by .R. L. 
Blake S. 1\L C. filed in Chancery suit of Healy vs flealy and 
being the same lot No. ~2 of 8331,4. acres allotted by the Com-
missioners appointed by the Circuit Court of Middlesex to 
partition the lands of tl:.e late Robt. Healy to the heirs at la:w 
of G. S. Healy son of sa.id Robt. Healy now deceased and 
whose share of said r•3al estate descended to his children 
and heirs, the interest Ctf the said Kate Healy intended to be 
conveyed by this deed is an undivided interest to 'vit: one 
fifth of the said lot No. 2 of 8331,4 acres. By reference to 
Deed Book No 39 pageB 138 to 141 the decree of the Circuit 
Court will be found rec:orded along with the pla.t of survey 
sho,ving fully the sa.id three tracts of land by metes and 
bounds. · 
Witness the followin~~ sugnatures a.nd seal· this 5 day of 
January 1907. 
lUTE HEALY (Seal) 
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Recorded-lrfiddlesex County, Virginia, D. B. 39, page 319, 
Jan nary 5., 1907. 
page 4-D} This deed made this 2 day Oct 1908 between 
J. Garland Healy for the first part and Ro H .. 
Farinholt of the second part-
Witnesseth That in consideration of the sum of One thous-
and Dollars cash in hand the receipt whereof is hereby ac-
knowledged the s·aid J. Garland Healy doth grant a.nd convey 
unto the said Robt H. Farinholt with gerneral warranty of 
title all of his right title and interest in three several tracts 
or parcels of land formerly a portion of Woodstock and in-
herited from Robt Healy Grandfather -of said J. Garland 
Healy one lot containing 519 acres another lot 300% acres 
and another 13lj2 acres making in the aggregate 8331,4 acres 
n.nd being designated lot No 2 on a plot of survey by R. L. 
Blake suit filed in the Chy suit of Healy vs Healy and being 
the same lot No 2 of 833% acres allotted by the Commrs ap-
pointed by the Cir. Ct. of Middlesex to partition the lands 
of the late Robt Healy to the heirs ·at law of G. S;. Healy son 
of said Robt Healy now deceased and whose share of said 
real estate descended to his children and heirs the interest 
of the said J. Garland Healy intended to be conveyed by 
this deed is an undivided interest to,vit: one fifth of the said · 
lot No.2 of 83314 acres. By reference to D. B. No 39 pages 
138 to 141 the decree of the Circuit Court will be found re-
corded along with the plot of survey showing fully the said 
three tracts of land by metes and bounds. 
Witness the following signature and seal this 2 of Oct 1908. 
J. GARLAND HEALY (Seal) 
Recorded-Middlesex County, Virginia., D. B. 41, page 86, 
Oct. 2, 1908. 
page 4-E ~ This deed made this 1st day of February 1913 
between Mary Healy of the first part and Robt. 
H. Farinholt of the second part. 
·witnesseth that in consideration of the sum of One thons~ 
and $1,000.00 dollars cash the receipt whereof is hereby ac-
lmowledged the said Mary Healy doth grant and convey unto 
the said Robt. H. Farinholt with genel"al warranty of title 
all of her right title and interest in three several tracts or 
parcels of land formerly a portion of Wood Stock and in-
,-
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herited from Robt Healy, Grandfather of said ~Iary Healy, 
one lot containing 519 ,;,eres another lot 300%, acres and an-
other 13~ acres making in the aggregate 833%, acres and 
being designated lot No 2 on a plot Of survey made by R. L. 
Blake S. M. C. filed in Chancery suit Healy vs Healy and 
being the same lot No ~~ -of 833%; acres allotted by the Com-
missioners appointed by the Circuit Court of Middlesex 
County to partition the lands· of the late Robt. Healy to the 
heirs ·at law of G. S. H·~aly son of said Robt Healy now de--
ceased and whose share of said real estate descended to his 
children and heirs, the interest of the said Mary Healy in-
tended to be conveyed by this· deed is an undivided interest 
to wit one fifth of the snid Lot No 2 of 8331_4 acres by refer-
ence to D. B. No 39 pa~~es 138 to 141 the decree of the Cir-
cuit Court will be found recorded along with the plot of 
survey showing fully tbe said three tracts of land by metes 
and bounds. 
Witness the follo\ving· signature and seal this 11th day of 
Feb 1913. 
MARY HEALY (Seal) 
Recorded-Middlesex County, Virginia, D. B. 43, pages 
116-117, Feb. 27, 1913. 
page 4-F ~ This deed made this 18 day of March 1911 be-
tween .Roberta F. Healy of the first part and 
Robert H. Farinholt party of the second part. 
· Witne·sseth that in consideration of the sum of one Thous-
and ($1,000) Dollars cash the receipt whereof is hereby ac-
lmowledged the said R(Jberta. F. Healy doth grant and con-
vey unto the said Robert H. Farinholt with general warranty 
of title, all of her right, title and interest in three several 
tracts or .parcels of land; formerly a portion of "Woodstock" 
and inherited from Robert I-Iealy, Grandfather of said Roberta 
. F~ Healy, one lot containing 519 acres another lot 300.'3/1 
acres and another 13tA: acres maldng the aggregate 8331,4_ 
acres and being desisna.ted lot no. two on a plat. of survey 
made by R. L. Blake S. M. C. filed in Chancery suit of Healy 
vs liealy a.n.d being the same lot No 2 of 8331/t acres allotted 
by the commissioner~ appointed by the Circuit Court of lVIid-
dlese~ Co to partition lands of the late Robert Healy to 
the heirs at la.w of G. S. Healy son of said Robert Healy 
now deceased and whose share of real estate descended to 
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his children a.nd heirs. The interest of the s_aid Roberta F. 
Healy intended to be conveyed by this deed is an undivided 
interest to wit: one fifth of the said lot No. 2 of 8331,4 acres. 
By reference to D. B. No 39 page 138 to 141, the decree of the 
Circuit Court will be found recorded along with the plat of 
survey, showing fully the said three tracts of land metes 
and bounds. 
Witness the following signature and seal this 18 day of 
.March 1911. -
ROBERTA F. HEALY (Seal) 
Recorded-Middlesex County, Virginia, D. B. 42, pages 
237-238, Nov. 30, 1911. 
page 5 }- This deed made this 11th day of September 1902 
between Mary R. Segar of the first part and V·l. W. 
J\tioody of the second part. 
Witnesseth That in consideration of the sum of Two Thous-
and dollars secured to be paid by four notes of same date 
herewith Each for the sum of $500.00 secured by deed of 
trust on the property herein conveyed and other real estate 
of said Moody, the said 1\{ary R Seg·ar cloth grant 'vith gen-
eral warranty of title unto the said W W 1\{oody all of the 
''Shooters Hill'' tract of land lying in Middlesey County 
near Healy's Mill which now belongs to the said ~fa.ry R 
Segar supposed to be 400 acres but this is a sale in gross and 
not by the acre said tract of land lies north of the main 
County road leading from Healy's !Iill to Grafton Church 
and is the same tract of land which 'vas devised to said 1\fary 
R Segar by her brother John R . .Segar and 'vhich was as-
signed to her in the division of said John R Segars real estate 
See partition deed recorded in D. B. 35 pages 172, 173, 174 
to which reference is here made for a more complete· descrip-
tion. -
Witness the following signature and seal. 
J\fARY R-. SEGAR (Seal) 
Recorded-1\tiiddlesex County, Virginia, D. B. 36, page 34, 
Sept. 12, 1902. . 
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page 6 ~ This deed ·1nade this the 16th day of September 
1893 between J. R. Segar, Jr. of the one part and 
·w W Moody of the second pa.rt, 
Witnesseth: That in consideration of the sum of one thous-
and and fifty dollars p-aid and secured to be paid, the said · 
,J. R. Seg-ar Jr doth grant with a general warranty of title 
unto the said W W Moody a pa.rt of that certain tract of 
parcle of land which the sa.id J. R. Seg-ar ,J r purchased of 
R. B. Fauntleroy by doed da.ted 2nd Sept-1889 and now of 
record in the Clerks offi~e of l\Hddlesex County Va, deed book 
no 30 page 90, (reserving a small lot next the public road, 
which will be cut off in the boundaries hereafter given the 
object being to stra.igb.ten the public road). Said tract of 
land hereby granted supposed to contain one hundred and 
seventy acres be the smne more or less, it being sold in gross 
and not by the acre, which tract of land lies in the lower 
part of Middlesex Va. on the public road leading from Healys 
:Mill to Pinetop adjoining the lands of Ro. Healy and the 
land of J. R. Segar Jr which he purchased of V. H. Fauntle-
roy, and is bounded as :Eollo,vs to-wit. Begin at a persimmon 
stump on the north side of the public at 14 a.s designated 
on the plat of "Shooters Hill, from thence up the public road 
in a westerly direction as the road now runs until it reaches 
an angle in the road and thence from that angle in a. straight 
line to the angle in the public road which one first meets 
in tra.velling from HeB.lys Mill down the county until said 
straight line intersects tl1e line dividing this tract of land 
herein granted from the land purchased by said Segar of 
the said V. H. Fauntlc~roy, thence down said dividing line 
S 25, W. 208 poles to a cedar stab on the river shore, thence 
down the river shore across Indigo s,vamp to a ceda.r stab 
on the .said river shore designated on -said plat as 15, thence 
N 40:lh, E 311 poles and 10 links to the place of beginning. 
The said J. R . .Segar ,Jr herein reserves all merchantible pine 
timber on the land herein granted, the saine to be cut and re-
moved by the said Seg-ar from the land in two years from this 
da.te. This wood being located on the south east side of this 
land next to the lands of Ro. Healy. 
Witness the fo1Iowin1~ signature and seal. 
J. R. SEGAR.Jr (Seal) 
Recorded-Middlesex County, Virginia., D. B. 31, page 253, 
Sept. 16, 1893. 
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page 7 ~ This deed made this the 2d day of September 
eighteen hundred and eighty nine, by R. B. Faunt~ -
LeRoy and Henriette L his wif~ of the 1st part and John R 
Segar of the 2d part, 
Witneeseth: That for and in consideration of the slim of 
Fifteen hundred dollars paid cash in hand by the party of 
the 2d part to the parties of the 1st part, the said parties of 
the 1st part do grant release and assign to the aforesaid 
party of the 2d part, less one half of an acre, all their 
right and "title to a certain tract of land in Middlesex County 
Va. known as Shooters Hill, of which they stand seized and 
possessed, containing by survey, two hundred abd forty and 
a half acres, situated, on the Piankatank river and adjoin-
ing the lands of Robert Healy-John R. Segar and others, 
with a general warranty. The half acre of land hereinbefore 
reserved, and execepted constitutes that portion of the said 
Shooters Hill tract, immediately in and around the family 
grave yard. 
Witness the following signatures and seals this the year 
and date before written. 
R. B. FAUNTLEROY (Seal) 
HENRIETTA L. FAUNTLEROY (Seal) 
Recorded -Middlesex County, Virginia, D. B. 30, page 90, 
Sept. 4, 1889. 
page 8 ~ This deed made this ·the 20th day of February 
1888, between V. H. Fauntleroy and M.P. Fauntle-
roy his wife of the county of King and Queen of the one part 
and John R. S'egar Jr. of the county of Middlesex, all of the 
State of Virginia: 
Witnesseth: That the said V. H. Fauntleroy and M. P. 
Fauntleroy his wife for and in consideration of the sum of 
$7,500.00 in hand paid, the receipt whereof is hereby ac-
knowledged, do grant and convey with a general warranty 
of title unto the said John R. Segar J r all their right title 
and interest in the tract of land lying in Middlesex County 
Va. called and known as Shnoters Hill. That interest being 
320 acres, that being one half interest in the said farm which 
was assigned to him in the division of said Shuters Hill farm 
by by R. T. Bland R A Davis and E. T. Perkins on the 15th 
February 1888. For the boundaries of said tract of land 
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see deed of partition bHtween R .. B. FauntLeRoy and wife 
and V. H. FauntLeRoy .and wife dated 17th oi February 
1888. . 
Witness the following signatures and seals. 
V. H. FAUNTLEROY (Seal} 
M .. P. FAUNTLER.OY (Seal) 
Re~orded-1Hddlesex County, Virginia, D .. B. 29, page 407, 
June 15, 1888. 
page 9 ~ Whereas R. B. FauntLeRoy and V. H. Faunt-
LeRoy are the joint owners of a tract of land lying 
in Middles·ex county on the Pianiratanir river, containing 
5601;2 acres commonly called and known as ''Shnters Hill'" 
and whereas they mutually agreed to l1ave the same divided 
between them into two parts of equal value, and for that 
purpose R. B. FanntLe]~y selected R. T. Bland and V. H. 
FauntLeRoy selected R. A. Davis as commissioners to divide 
the same, and whereas the said commissioners called in Ed-
ward T. Perkins as the third man, and whereas these three 
commissioners met on t'he 15th February 1888, on the sajd 
farm and divided it into two parts of equal value, and as-
signed to R. B. Faunt~,eRoy the old homestead containing 
176 and all the land on the north side of the public road, con-
taining 64 acres, making in all 240 ac1·es.-And to V. H. 
Faunt.Le.Roy the balan(~e of the farm containing 320 acres 
-And also reserved for t.he use of both parties the grave 
yard and 1;2 acre of land attached thereto-all of ·which 
will more fully appear hy reference to the plot of '' Shuters 
Hill'' made by R. T. Bland surveyor on the 16th February 
1888. . 
Now this deed of partition made this tile 17th day of Feb-
ruary 1888 between R. B .. FauntLeRoy and H. L. FauntLeRoy 
his wife of the county of New Kent Va. and V. H. Faunt-
LeRoy and M. P. Fa.untLeR.oy his wife of the county of King 
. a.nd Queen, . · · 
Witnesseth: That th·~ said R. B. FauntLeRoy and H. L. 
FauntLeRoy his wife for a.nd in consideration of the above 
recited premises, and of land hereinafter conveyed to him 
by V. H. Fa.nntLeRoy and wife do grant and convey with 
ge_neral warranty of title unto the said V. H. FauntLeRoy 
all their right title and interest in tl1a t part of '' Shuters 
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said containing 320 acres and bounded as follows-to-,vit: 
commencing at a cedar Stab (at spruce pine stump) on south 
side of public road a.nd running thence S 87% o W 14 poles 
to a red oak, thence S 84¥2 o W 16 poles & 4 L to a beach teee, 
thence S 42lj2 W 918 L to a mulberry tree standing on the 
south east side of I-Iealys Mill race, thence down Healys Mill 
race to where the mill race empties into the Pianka-
pa.ge 10 ~ tank river, thence down the meanderings of the 
Pianka tank river to a cedar stab on the river shore 
in the bay between two branches, and thence N 25° E 208 
poles to stab on public road and thence up the public road 
to the place of beginning. 
And the said V. H. FauntLeRoy and ·M. P. Faunti.JeRoy 
his wife in consideration of th~ above recited premises, and 
of the land hereinbefore conveyed to him by R. B. Faunt-
LeRoy do grant and convey 'vith a general 'va.rranteo of title 
unto the said R. B. FauntLeRoy all their right title and 
interest in that part of ''Shuters Hill'' farm assigned to 
the said R. B. FauntLeRoy as aforesaid; containing in tha 
aggregate 240 acres and bounded as follows: to wit: com-
mencing at a cedar stab corner to Healy ot1 North side of 
public road, thence along a line of marked trees N 42° E 
35 p & 16 L to a cedar stab, thenc-e N 24° E 16 poles & 8 L 
to a stab on side of Healys Mill pond, thence up the middle 
of Rose swamp 118 p to an ash stump, thence up the branch 
49 p & 7 L to a poplar tree corner, thence S 1 o W 79 p & 
lllinks to a hickory tree in bottom, thence S 26° E 33 p and 
9 L to a. large pine, thence S 81.4, 0 E 12 p & 22 L to fox pine, 
thence S 5% E 14 p & 5 L to fox pine tree S 3Vt W 12 p & 5 
L to persimmon stump on north side of public road. thenee S 
40lf2 o W 311 p & 10 IJ to a. cedar stab on east side of Indigo 
Swamp and corner to Ho. Healy on Pianka.tank river, thence 
up the meanderings of the river shore to cedar sta.b <~ornet• 
to V. H. FauntLeRoy, thence N 25 E 208 poles to stab on 
public road thence up public road to cedar stab on north 
of said road that being the place of beginning to R .. B. Faunt-
LeR-oy's land. 
Witness the follo"Ting signatures and seals. 
R.B.FAUNTLEROY 
HENRIETTA L. FAUNTLEROY 
V.H.FAUNTLEROY 





Recorded-1\'Iiddle.sex County, Virginia, D. B. 29, page 360, 
~farch 5, 1888. 
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page 11 ~ This Indenture made and entered unto this 
fourth day of Deeember in the year of our Lord 
One thousand eight hundred and thirty Seven Between Robert 
C. Curtis of the County of Gloucester & Philip Aylett of 
the County of King w·nliam of the one part and William 
·T. Fauntleroy of the County of Middlesex of the other part. 
Whereas Philip Aylett father of tl1e said Philip Aylett Some 
time Since departed this life having first made and pub-
lished his last will a.nd testament 'vhich is now of record 
in the County Court of ICing Willian in which he leaves a 
tract of land in Midd1 esex called Shooters Hill which he 
purchased from the trustees of George Healy. On which 
Philip Fitzhugh formerly resided in trust to Philip Aylett 
his Son and Willian H.· Roane or the Survivor of them or 
the executor or admor. of the Survivor to be applyed in Such 
a manner as they may deem best, to the Support, mainte-
nance a.nd benefit of his daughter Mary M Fitzhugh & her 
children & Should his daughter Mary M Fitzhugh die in the 
lifetime of her husband Philip Fitzhugh ( whicJ! event did , 
take place) then he the said Philip Aylett directed that his 
executors Shall Sell the Said plantation calied Shooters Hill, 
for the best price they can obtain and by virtue of which 
will the above named Philip Aylett took upon himself the 
execution of the trust above named. and proceeded to its 
discharge until the 22nd day of December 1834, 'vhen the 
County Court of King ,William did on the Said 22nd ,day of 
December 1834 in the ease of Philip Fitzhugl1 and wife Plain-
tiffs against Philip AylEltt and others defendants, proceed to 
decree by which the above named Robert C. Curtis was ap-
pointed a trustee to carry into effect the pro~sions of the 
:t"equisitions required by the clause in the will of the Said 
Philip Aylett deceased. And whereas the above named 
Robert C. Curtis as trustee in the Decree mentioned did pro-
ceed to Sell the said land, upon a credit of twelve months 
after having a.dvertised the time and place of Sale accord-
ing to usage and Law. 'When Robert Healy ~came the pur-
chaser thereof he bein.g- the highest bidder for said land for 
and on behalf of himself and the above mentioned William T. 
Fauntleroy at the price of Five thousand One hundred dol-
lars from 'vhich said land the above named William T. Faunt-
leroy is to have three hundred and .Seventy eight 
page 12 ~ and a quarte~ acres as a part thereof. It being 
his proportionable part of Said land agreeably to 
the contract and understanding between Said Robert Healy 
and William T. Fauntleroy. Now, this Indenture Witbesseth 
that the said Robert 0. Curtis trustee as aforesaid for and in 
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. consideration of the complyance by said William T. Fauntle-
roy on his part for the purchase aforesaid by the execution 
of his bond with good and sUfficient Security ·according to 
the terms of sale aforsd for three thousand five hundred ana 
twenty eight dollars thirty' five & a4 ceiits and the further 
consideration of the sum of One ·dollar to the said Robert C. 
Curtis and Philip Aylett in· hand paid by the said William 
T. Fauntleroy the receipt whereof ·is hereby ackilowledged, L 
have granted bargained & Sold, and ·by these presents dotJi'. ·. 
grant, bargain and Sell and confirm unto the said William: T • 
. Fauntleroy his heirs and assigns forever, the said three hun .. 
dred and Seventy eight & a quarter acres of land being a 
part of Shooters Hill tract and bounded as follows Beginning 
at figure 1 a persimmon in Said Healy's line, on the north 
Side of the main county road, corner lot on which J ohri 
Wilkins lives & a lot of land of 12¥2 acres bt. by said Healy 
of Daniel Jefferson thence W & around said l21h acres of 
land to figure 3 a pine corner .said 121/2 acres, thence N 30° 
W 33 po: & 15 links to 4 a Hickory Tence N 1 o W 19 poles 
& 20 links to 5 a corner poplar to Sd. Wilkins in W m Chap-
man's line Standing in the Swamp thence N 33° W 4 poles 
to 6 an ash in do thence N 45° W 18 poles thence N 58 W 26 
Po: & 15 links to 7 Where the s,vamp unites with Rose's 
- Swamp thence down the meanders of aforsd Swamp 124 poles 
& 15 links to 8 an ash in the middle of Carter Braxton's mill 
pond, corner to this and Austin Blakes land, thence S 23° 
W 21 po & 10 links to 9 a Cedar on the West Side of a Small 
Swamp. thence S 39th W 292 po: to 10 the head of a fresh 
water Stream thence S 67lh o W 30 po: to 11, where S'aid 
stream empties into Piankatank river thence along the 
meanders of the river Shore 341 po : & 20 links to 12 a Cedar 
Stake on the river corner to this and Said Healy part of 
Shooters Hill Standing about 2 poles to the east of the mouth 
of Indigo pond, Thence N 38° E 310 po; to the persimmon at 
the beginning and the revision and revisions re-
page 13 } mainder and remainders of all and Singular the 
Said tract of land and premises hereby granted or 
mentioned to be hereby granted & every part and parcel 
thereof & all the rents issues and profits to the Said or any 
part thereof belonging incident or appertaining & also all 
amd every the e.state & estates rights titles claims and de-
mands, whatsoever of them the said Robert C. Curtis & 
Philip Aylett into or out of the Said tract or parcel of land 
& every part and parcel thereof To have and to hold the 
Said piece or parcel of land & all other the premises hereby 
granted bargained & Sold, or mentioned to be hereby granted 
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bargained & sold & every part & parcel thereof with their 
and every of their appurtenances unto the Said William rr. 
Fauntleroy his heirs and assigns forever. And the Said 
Robert C. Curtis & Philip Aylett do hereby grant for them-
selves & each of them & each of their heirs that they the 
Sai,d Robert C. Curtis & Philip Aylett & their heirs & the 
heirs of each of them the said tract or parcel of la.ncl & 
premises hereby granted or mentioned to be hereby granted 
& of every part & parcnl thereof· with all & Singular their & 
every of their rights ntembers and appurtenances unto the 
Said William T. Fauntleroy his heirs & assigns against them 
the said Robert C. Curtis and Philip Aylett & their heirs or 
the heirs of either of them and the said Robert C. Curtis for 
himself his heirs & Admors. and for every of them doth 
hereby covenant and agree to and with the said William T. 
Fauntleroy his heirs & assigns & to and \vith each & every 
of them by these presents in manner and form following 
that is to Say that the Said Robert C. Curtis trustee as a.forsd 
being by said decree vested with the rightful title to sd tract 
or parcel of land and other premises hereby- granted and 
every part and parcel thereof "\"rith their and every of their 
appurtenances & is rightfully and absolutely Seized thereof 
& of every part & parcel thereof good Sure and indefeasible 
estate of inheritance in fee simple without any manner of 
condition trust contingent proviso or limitation of use or 
uses or other restraint matter or thing whatsoever to alter 
change determine incuinber defeat or exiet the same and also 
that the Said Robert C. Curtis as trustee aforesaid now have 
good right la,vful & absolute power & authority in himself 
to grant, alien and convey all and singular the 
page 14} said tract of land and premises hereby gra.nted 
or mentioned to be hereby granted as aforsd & 
every part and parcel thereof with the appurtenances unto 
him the said William ·r. Fauntleroy his heirs and assigns 
to the only proper use and behoof of him the said William -
T. Fauntleroy his heirH and assigns forever in manner and 
form aforesaid and that the said William T. Fauntleroy and 
his heirs and assigns & every of them Shall or la,vfully may 
from time _to time & a.t every time & times hereafter have 
hold occupy use possess and enjoy all and Singular the sd. 
tract of land and premises hereby granted or mentioned to 
be hereby granted & eyery part and parcel thereof 'vith all 
and Singular them and every of them appurtenances & all 
& every the rents issues & profits & commodities thereof 
ensumg accruing and g;~owing to ha:ve receive and take 'vith-
out any manner of let Suit, trouble, vexation disturbances 
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hindrances or molestation whatsoever of the Said Robert C. 
Curtis or his heirs or assigns or either of them or any other 
person or persons whatsoever lawfully _claiming or to claim 
the said tract of land & preiD.ises or any part or parcel there-
of and also that the said land tenements heriditaments & 
premises hereby grante~, or mentioned to be hereby granted 
as aforsd. and every part and parcel thereof with all and 
Singular there and every of there appurtenances now are & 
from henceforth hereafter forever. Shall continue remain 
& be unto the sd. William T. Fauntleroy his heirs & assigns 
free and clear and freely and clearly & absolutely freed & 
acquitted exhonera.ted and discharged of & from all manner 
of former and other bargains contracts, Sales, gifts, grants, 
feofements, devises, uses, jointures, dowers, estates, rights, 
titles leases, rents, arrears of rents, issues, debts, judgments, 
executions, debts,. of record, annuities and incumbrances what-
soever had, made, committed, done, acknowledged or Suffered 
or caused to be made c.ommitted done a.ckno,vledged or suf-
fered by the sd. Robert C. Curtis or Philip Aylett, or either 
of them, or by. any other person or persons whatsoever and-
the Said Philip Aylett for himself & his heirs doth covenant 
to ct with the sd. Wm. T. Fauntleroy his lteirs and assigns 
forever in manner and form allowing to wit that 
page 15 } thw said Philip Aylett acting in accordance with 
the will of his father Philip Aylett deed. ha.th not 
done committed executed or Suffered any act or acts thing or 
things whatsoever whereby the said tract of land and premises 
or any part thereof now and or at any time hereafter, Shall 
or may be impeached or encumbered in title charge, estate 
or otherwise & do hereby grant for himself & his heirs the 
sd. tract of land and premises hereby granted or mentioned 
to be hereby granted and every part and parcel thereof ,,;rith 
all and Singular their and every of their rights members 
and appurtenances unto the said William T. }..,auntleroy his 
heirs and assigns against himself and his heirs and against 
all and every person or persons w·hatsoever e.laiming under 
the said Philip Aylett as exor Trustee or heir or in amy 
other capacity Shall will and do warrant and foreever defend 
by these presents. In testimony whereof the said Robert C. 
Curtis & Philip Aylett hath hereunto Set their hands and 
affi..xed their Seals the day and year first herein written. The 
interlineations and erasures were made before signed. 
I 
•' 
R. C. CURTIS, trustee 
P. AYLETT, exor of P . .t\... 
(Seal) 
(Seal) 
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Recorded-1vfiddlese}: County, Virginia, D. B. 17, page 405,' 
August 27, 1838. 
page 16 ~ This Indenture made this Sixteenth day of April 
in the year of our J.Jord One Thousand eight hun-
dred and Twenty three. Between George Healy and Har-
Iiett his wife both of the county of Middlesex of the one 
part and Philip Aylett Senr. of the c.ounty of King William 
of the other part-Witnesseth that the said George Healy 
and Harriet his wife for and in consideration of the sum 
of Three thousand five hundred dolla.rs to them in hand paid 
before the ensealing and delivery of these presents, the re-· 
ceipt where fothey hereby acknowledge, have bargained and 
sold and by these pres(~nts do bargain and sell unto the said 
Philip Aylett Senr. hi3 heirs and assigns all that traet or · 
parcel of land lying and being in the said cuunty of Middle-· 
sex called and known by the name of (Shooters Hill) pur-
chased by the said George Healy of Doctor Austin Brocken-
brough and Lettie Lee, his wife, as will appear by Deed of 
record in the county court of Middlesex, containing Five 
hundred and 15 acres. And bounded as followeth Beginning 
at William Robinson's corner on the Piankatank river run-
ning N 62 E 30 po : thence N 27 E 22 po : thence N 37 E 27 4 
crossing the roa.d leading to Grymes Mill to a small cedar 
on the west of a small branch, thence down the said branch 
to an ash standing beloW' the mouth of the said branch, on 
the south side of Rose Swamp corner with said Robinsons, 
thence up the said swaJnp its several meanders, to the mouth 
of a small branch corner to Mrs. Owen ( a.t this date corner 
to John Humphries) thence up the said small branch S 4° 
aom 18 po to a Hickory, corner a.s last thence S 31 E 34 po to 
a pine in a valley corner to said Owen (now Humphries) 
thence N 98° 45m W 6t• to a chestnut corner with said Owen 
thence S 25 o E 6 po thence 8 42 E 32 po ; thence S 55 E 12 po : 
. to a red oa.k thence S 84 E to the corner with Temple, thence 
S 25° W to the Piankatank river thene.e· up to the said river 
to the beginning together with all and sjngular the premises·1 
houses, yards, gardens:. tenements and appurtenances there-
unto belonging and in any wise a.ppurtaining. To have and 
to hold the aforesaid tract or parcel of land 'vith all and 
singula.r the appurtenances thereunto belonging or in any 
wise a.ppurtaining unto him the sa.id Philip .Aylett Senr. his 
heirs and aBsigns forever free from the claim or 
page 17 ~ demand of him the said George Healy his heirs 
and from tl:.e claim of all and every person, the 
said George Healy and Harriet his wife do by these presents 
' 
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warrant and will forever defend unto him the said Philip 
Aylett Senr. forewr. 
In Testimony whereof he the said George Healy and Har-
riet his wife have hereunto set their hands and .seals the 





Recorded-Middlesex County, Virginia, D. B. 14, page 487, 
July 28, 1823. · 
page 18 } This Indenture made this 31st day of May in 
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred 
and seventeen, Between Austin Brockenbrough and Lettise 
Lee his wife of the County of Essex and Town of Tappa-
hannock of the one part and George Healy of the County of 
1\liddlesex amd State of Virginia. of the other. part Wit-
nesseth that the said .Austin Brockenbrough and Lettise Lee 
his wife for and in consideration of the sum of Five thousand 
five hundred and seventy five dollars to them in hand paid 
by the said George Healy the receipt whereof is hereby .ac-
knowledged have bargained and sold and do by these presents 
bargain ~ sell unto the said George Healy his heirs & assigns 
all that tract or parcel of la.nd lying and being in the County 
of Middlesex and known by the name of Shooters Hill con-
taining by estimation five hun9red aud fifteen acres be the 
same more or less and bounded as follows Beginning at 
William Robinsons' corner on the river Piankatank !run-
ning N 62 E 30 poles thence N 27 E 23 poles thence N 37 
~ 27 4 poles crossing rhe road leading to Grymes mill, to 
a small cedar on the west of a small branch thence down the 
said Branch to an ash standing below the mouth of said 
hrnn.ch on the south side of Roses' Swamp, corner with said 
Rohinsons t thence up the said swamp its several meanders 
to tbe mouth of a small branch corner with Mrs. Owen, thence 
np the said small branch corner with said o,ven thence South 
4° 30m 18 poles to a Hickory corner with said Owen, thence 
S 31 E 34 poles to a pine standing in a valley corner with said 
Owen, thence N 98° 45m W 65 poles to a chestnut corner with 
said Owen thence South 25° E 6 poles thence South 42 E 
32 poles thence .S. 55 E 12 poles to a red oak thence S 84 
E to the corner with Philip Temples thence S 25° W to the 
river Piankatank thence up the said river to the beginning, 
together with all and singular the house, bards & Gardens, 
'. 
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orchards, lands, tenements, meadows, pastures etc whatso-
ever to the said tract or parcel of land belonging or in any 
wise appertaining. To have and to hold the said five hun-
dred and :fifteen acres of land with all and singular the ap-
purtenances therunto belonging or in any wise appertaining 
unto him the ~;aid George Healy his heirs and as-
page.18} signs free fro:m the claim or demand of him· the 
.said Austin B:roekenbrough his heirs or assigns & 
free from the claim or demand of ali and every person, the 
said Austin Brockenhrough doth by these presents for him-
self and his heirs warra:n.t and wiD forever defend the title 
of the said land to the said Geo: Healy his heirs and assigns 
forever. In witness whereof the said Austin Brockenbrough 
and Lettice Lee his wife have hereunto set their hands and 
seals this day and date first ·written. 
AUSTIN BROCICENB.ROUGH (Seal) 
LETTIC1J L. BROCIU1NBROUGH (Seal) 
Recorded-· Middl~sex County, Virginia, D. B. 14, page 3Z,. 
July 23, 1821. 
page 20 ~ This Indenture made the sevent11 day of ~:fa.y in 
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred 
and ten, between James Ball and Fanny his wife of the 
County of Lancaster and State of Virginia of ti1e one part 
and Austin Brockenbrough of the County of Essex and State 
aforesaid of the other part. ·Witnesseth that the said James 
Ball and' Fanny his wif·~ in pursuance of a Decree of the 
worship-ful Court of Middlesex County pronounced the 
day of October in the year one thousand eight hundred and 
eight and in considera.tion of one Thousand and Thirty one 
Pounds lawful money of ·virginia received by the said James 
Bali of the Estate of John Fauntleroy deceased as I1is Execu-
tor, and to which sum f:1e said Austin Broekenbrougl1 was 
entitled by intermarryinl~ with Lettice Lee Fauntleroy, one 
of the daughters of the s2id John Fauntleroy deceased, which 
said sum V\ras received by the said James Ball before the en-
f?ealing and delivery of ·~.I1ese presents, which is hereby a.c-
Jrnowledged. Have bargained and sold and by these presents 
do and each of them doth ·bargain and sell unto the sajd Austin 
l3rockenbrough, his heirs and assigns a certain tract or par-
eel of Land lying and bdng in the County of ~fiddlesex on 
Piankatank River, being a dividend of a tract known by the 
name of Shooters Hill a<~cording to a division thereof made 
by Commissioners appointed by tl1e aforesaid Worshipful 
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Court of Middlesex County, in company with James Healy 
Junr. Surveyor of the said County, containing by their re-
port :five hundred and fifteen acres be the same more or, . 
less, and bounded as follo,vs Viz ~t beginning at Will~am 
Robinsons corner on said river a.nd running N 62 E 30 poles 
thence N 27 E. 22 poles, thence N 37 E 274 poles· crossing 
the road to Grymes Mill to a. small cedar on the west side 
of a small branc.h, thence down the. said branch to an ash .. 
standing below the mouth of said branch on the south side 
of Roses swamp, corner with said Robinson thence up the 
said swamp its sevei'al meanders to the mouth of a smalt · 
branch ·Corner 'vith ::Mrs. Owen thence up the said branch 
corner with said Owen, thence 8 4 o 3om E 18 . poles to a 
Hickory, corner with said Owen, thence S 31 E 34 poles to 
a pine standing in a va.lley, thence N 98° 45m W 65 poles to 
a chestnut corner with .said Owen, thence S 25 E 6 pol~~ 
·· . thence S 42° E 32 poles, thence S 55 E 12 poles to 
page 21 } a. red oak, thence S 84 E to the corner with Philip 
Temple, thence S 25° W to the River Piankatank 
thence up the said River to the beginning, together· witli- all 
the singula.r Houses Y a1·ds, Gardens, Orchards, lands, tene-
ments, meado,vs, pastures, commons, woods, waters,· fishings, 
privileges, profits, commodities, advantag·es, emoluments; 
hereditaments and appurtenances 'vhatsoever to the said tract 
or parcel of Land belonging or appertaining or with the same 
used or enjoyed, or accepted, reputed, taken, or known a·s 
part parcel or member thereof, or as belonging to the same 
or any part thereof, and the reversion and Reversions, Re-
mainder and R-emainders, Yearly and other rents, Issues 
and profits thereof and every part and parcel thereof. To 
have and to hold the said five hundred and fifteen acres 
acres of land be the .same· more or less, with the tenements; 
hereditaments, and all and singular other the premises here-
inbefore mentioned or intended to be bargained and sold, 
and every part and parcel thereof with every of their rights, 
members and· appurtenances unto the said Austin Brocken-
brough his heirs and assigns forever, to and for the only 
use and behoof of him the said Austin Brockenbrough his 
heirs and assigns forever. ~nd the said ,James Ball and 
Fanny his wife, for themselves and their heirs the said :five 
hundred and fifteen acres of Land with all and singula1~ 
the premises and a.ppurtenances before mentioned, tunto the 
Rnid Austin Brockenhrotigh his Iwirs and assigns free frorri 
the claim or claims of them the said James Ball and Fanuv 
his wife or either of them, their or either of their heirs, shaii 
will and do warrant and forever defend by these presents.· 
'!iO Supreme Court of Appeals qf Virginia. 
In Witness whereof the sa.id James Ball and Fanny his wife 
ltave hereunto ·set theii~ ·hands and ·Seals· the ·day' and year 
first ~bove w~itten. . . 
· N B' the :figures words· interlined between the ·2o· & 2l line's' 
interlined before signet~. 
JAMES~ BA:f:,Jj ·_ (.Seal-); 
FANNY BALT.J (Seal) 
Recorded--:Middlesex County, Vifi'inia~ D.--B. 13, page #~ 
,June 24, 1811. 
p~ge 22} This Indenture made. tile nineteenth da.y ot· 
Ma.rch in tlte yea.r ·of our Lord one thousand seven 
Intndred and ninety eight betwee11 George .Brent and Sa.rah. 
his wife of the Cou;nty.of Lanca~ter and S,tate of Virginia. and 
Au.&fllstine ,J. Smith .aJJ.ci. Susanna hi.s wife of the County of 
~airfax and said State a.f(rresalq of tb~ one part and James,· 
Ball of the County of l:..anca·ster a11d State aforesal.d of the. 
~th~r .. part Witnesseth: tha.t th~ ~ai4 George Brapt_ and 
Sarah his wife, Au~ustine J. Smith and Susanna his wif~; in c-Onsideration of the sum of Eighteen Hundred & seventy. 
pounds ~~n s4illings of IJSwful money of this Commonwealth 
f:o them. in hand paid by the said James Ball at or before 
the ensealing a:nd delivery of these ptesents (the receipt 
whe~eof i~ h.ereby a~.knowledged) Have ba.rgained and sold; 
a~1d by· the~e prese~1~ (Jo, and eaeh of them dotll, bargain a:r;1d' 
sell unto the sai~ Jame.s Ball his Heirs and assigns forever~ 
a certain· Tract -or ·pa~cel ·of Land lying· and being in the 
County of Middlesex n.uq S:ta.te aforesaid, and known by' 
the name of Shooters· :Hi~I, containing by a survey ( whicl1 
'vas made by Wm. Duvall). twelve hundred and seventy four· 
acres, l')e the same mo~e. or less, and bounded as follow~ 
to wit: beginning at William R{}binsons conter and runnjng 
North ~2 E 30 poles, thence N 27 E 22 poles thence N. ·~T'E' 
27 4 poles along Willi~1n. Robip.sons line thence S .87 E .96 
~ith Philip L. Gryme~ line, _th~nce S 25 E 6. then~." & 4~. 
E 32 thence S 55 E 1.2 poles to a. Red Oa~, thence S 84 E. 
25~ _poles with tlte Road and J ~hn Owens deed~. li;ne Tl1ence 
N 84 E 14 thence N 87' E 8 thence S 35 E 52 thence S 56 
Ef. ~6 poles to G~br_l~l Jm1e~'$ .corner~ th~nc~ S 25 W 18' 
· t]lence S 15 W 120 to Staige .Davis's corner, thence S 40' 
W 330 poles with said ])avis's line to the River, thence with 
tl1e River its ,s~v~ral n1~nqers .875. poles to the begiti~ing~ 
place (the corner of William Rqbinsons lin~.) together witq 
~--- ---~-----
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all the singular Houses Barns, buildings, Stables, yards, 
gardens, orchards, Lands, Tenements meadows, pastures~ 
feedings, commons, woods, meadoes, ways waters, water 
courses, Fishings; -privileges, ·-profits, commodities, afvan~ 
tages, emoluments, Hereditimerits, and .~_P.purtenances qhat~:, _ ·
soever to the·' -said· Tract or parcel of Land ·belonging mL: 
appurtaining, or with the: 'same used_ or eiijofed; or accepted,' 
· =r~puted,. taken or known,- as part, parcel or mem.~ 
page 23} her thereor,:·_or as b~~ong~~ t~ ~he same. or any_ 
· part th~reof, and the reversion :and reverstons, .re..; 
m·ainde~ and rema:ind'ers,: .Yearly aiid ·other Rents, issues and 
profits thereof, and of ev~cy ·part ~nd ·parcel thereof, To gave 
and to hold .the said Twelve hundred and seventy four acres 
of Land ·&c be . the sanie inore or less, with the tenements' 
Heridita~ents and all ·and singular other the premises here-· 
in before mentioned or intend4d to. be bargained ~~4 .. ~old; 
~d every part or parcel, thereof With every of theu· rights; 
~embers and appurtenances unto the said J aines Ball; his 
Heirs and assigns forever, to, and for tlie ··only proper use 
and behoof of him the said James Ball his .heirs and assigns 
forever,. and the said George Brent ruid Sarah his wife,: 
Augustine T. 8m.ith.& Susanna his wife for ·themselves and' 
. their Heirs th~ said. t.welve hundred and seventy four acres 
Qf Land with all and singular the premie.es and appurtenances: 
b_efore mentioned unto the said James _Ball his Heir.s and 
asdigns free from the ~laim or claims or them the said George· 
:Brent and Sarah_ his wife, Augustine J. Smith and Susanna 
his 'vife or either of them, their or either of their Heirs, and 
of all 8Jld every person whatsoever,. shall, will and do war..: 
rant and forever defend by these presents. In witness where-. 
of the said George Brent and Sarah his wife, Augustine T. 
Smith and Susanna his wife have hereunto set. their hands· 
and seals the day and year 1;i~&t above mentioned. · . 
, the 'vord shillings in. the .~rst line· .interlined' before signed.; 











· Recorded-Middlesex County,_ Virginia, D, B. ll~ page 479; 
June 26, 1798. · - . . , · L - .. \ .. ..: ... ' 
P.age 24 ~ '.I.'l1is Indenture mad~ .th~ twe~ty. fo~rth day· ~t· 
November in the year of our Lord one thousand 
eight hundred and twenty five Between George Healy and. 
• • • - j -~;· •. ll v \li 
.. ) 
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Harriet his wife of the co-q.nty of }Iiddlesex of the one part 
and William T Fanntle;roy of the county of King & Queen 
of the other part. Witnesseth That the said George Healy 
and Harriet his wife for and in consideration of the sum of 
seven hundred and twenty eight dollars, by the said William 
T Fauntleroy paid to Thomas W Fau_ntleroy surviving Ex~ 
cutor of Thomas Fauntleroy deed. late of the county of Mid-
dlesex, for and on account of a bond due from the said 
George Healy principal and Lewis Lee Walter Healy John 
Chowning Jr and Jack W Crittenden his securities the re-
ceipt of which paymen-t is by the~e presents acknowledged 
by the said George HE!aly and Harriet his wife, they. the 
said George Healy and Harriet his wife have bargained for 
and sold .and do by thes·~ presents bargain sell, alien, release, 
enfeoff, and confirm unto the said William T. Fauntleroy 
and his heirs forever all that tract or parcel of land lying 
and being in the coun1;j.r of Middlesex on the Piankatank 
river purchased by the Baid George Ifealy of \Villiam Robi.n-
son and John Robinson heirs of \Villiam Robinson Senr. con-
taining one hundred and ·five acres, and bounded as followeth 
by large ditch being the line between this tract and that 
called Shooters Hill, by the Piankatank and the Mill Creek 
making to the Mill known by the name of Grymes upper · 
Mill creek, no'v the property of Carter Braxton being lots 
No. 1, 2 & 4 as particularly described ~d laid down in a 
plat & division of tl1e r•3al estate of Wm Robinson returned 
by commissioners and recorded in the County Court .of Mid-
dlesex in a suit in chancery; for a division of said William 
Robinsons real esta.te which said platt bears da.te April 26th 
1815. To have and to hold the said one hundred and five 
acres of land hereinbefo:re described with all and Singular the 
houses & improvements thereon, thereunto belonging, or in 
any -wise appertaining unto him the said William T Faunt-
leroy & his heirs forever free from the claims of him the 
said George Healy & his heirs, and free from the claims of 
all and every person they the said George Healy 
page 25. ~ and Harriet his wife for themselves and their heirs 
do by these presents warrant and will forever de-
fend. 
In witness whereof "'e ha.ve hereunto set our hands and 
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·page 26 } This· Infenture ·made tliis 6th day of J nne in 
the year of our Lord one thousand· eight hundred 
and twenty Six between James U Wood and Mary·l\:r. Wood 
his wife ·of the County of Middlesex and State of Virginia 
o_f the :fi.r~t p~rt and Will~_am ~·odd) F~untle~oy -of the County 
and State aforesaid of the second part. Witnesseth that. the 
said parties James y Woo~ ari.~. ¥a.~·y·:rvr yVoo~ his ··wife, of the 
first part for- and 111 cons1d~ra.tron of the sum of two hun.:. 
dred dollars ·of good and lawful money of Virginia to them 
in hand paid -~y the sai_d Wm Todd Fn:unt.l{n~oy p-arty of the 
second part, the· receipt 'whereof is hereby confessed and 
acknowledged, . hath- granted, ~argain~d7 • sold,· re~ised, re.:. 
leased, aliened, and confirmed, and by these presents doth 
grant, barga~n, sell, remis~, release, a liri 'd and_- confirm untc) 
the said William Todd Falilltleroy the· party of the second 
part to his heirs _and assigns forever a certai~ tr~ct or 'parcel 
of land lying and being in the County' of Middlesex and State: 
of Virginia containing forty two acres be the same more· or 
less, and bounded as f~llows . beginning ~t a. Chesnut tree 
near Carter Braxtons :rviiU on the bank of the pond, thenee 
across said Mill bounds, which 'is herehi excepted unto the runi, 
t_hen down_ by the m~an,de,rs of_the said M~ll run until_o'pposite. 
a Chestnut tree on the dec1ivity of the hill thence· up the hilt 
to another chesnut tree, thence a.cro.ss the field by a. line of. 
marked trees to a corner Oil a ditch thence along said ditch· 
by a line of marked trees to the public Road, Thence -across 
said roa.d to a corner cedar post. Thence ·along by a ·line 
of marked -trees. to the' heginning 'chesnut tree on the bank 
of the. mill pond. Together 'vill alf a.Iid sing1Ilar the heredi-
merits arid appurtenances thereunto belonging or in any wise 
a.ppurtaining and. all the esta.te right title interest claim ·or 
demand whatsoever 0~ . the said pa.~~ies J_ ames lT. wood ana 
~tfary M Wood, his 'vife -of the first part either ili la'v or 
e.quity ·of hi & to the above bargained premises ·with the said 
hereditaments and appurtenances. To have and to hold the 
said premises a.bove particularly mentioned aiid described 
to the· saici -William Todd Fauntleroy of the second part 
his heirs and assigns forever-And the said parties James 
U. Wood and Mary 1\II Wood his wife of the .first. part for 
themselves their heirs Executors and Admors doth 
page 27 ~ covenant, grant promise and agree to and ''ri tl1 
the said ·vVilliam Todd Fauntleroy of the ·second· 
part his heirs and assigns the above baragined premises in 
the quiet and peaceable possession of the said William T. 
Ifauntleroy of the second part his heir.s and assigns against 
all and every person or person or persons lawfully or 
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equitably claiming or to claim the whole or any part thereof 
will forever warrant f.nd defend. In Witness whereof the. 
said parties James U ·wood and Mary M Wood his wife of 
the first part have hereunto subscribed their names and af-
fixed their seals the day and year above written. 
JAMES U WOOD 
MARY M WOOD 
(Seal) 
(S"ea.l) 
R-ecorded-Middlesex County, Virginia, D. B. 15, page 199, 
July 24, 1826. 
page 28 ~ This Indenture made this 4th day of February 
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hun-
dred and twenty-nine Between Henry ·C. Palmer and Rebecca 
his wife of the County of New Kent in the State of Virginia 
of the one part amd Vvilliam T Fauntleroy. of the County 
of Middlesex of the other part, Witnesseth that the said Henry 
C Palmer and Rebacca his wife for and in consideration of 
the sum of One hundred and Sixty dollars by the said Wil-
liam T Fauntleroy paid to the above mentioned Henry C 
Palmer the receipt of which payment is by these presents 
acknowledged by the said Henry C Palmer and Rebeooa his 
wife have bargained fo:r and sold and·by these presents bar-
gain sell, alien, releasE~, enfeoff and confirm unto the said 
William T Fauntleroy und his heirs forever all that tract of 
parcel of land lying and being in the County of l'Iiddlesex 
near Pianka.tank River eontaining Forty two and a half acres, 
and bounded as followE~th by a large ditch on the southeast 
being the line behveen this tract and that called Shooters hill 
on the North and Sout.b. by the said Fauntleroys land on the 
West by Mr. Carter B~axtons upper Mill creek. To have 
and to hold the said forty two and a half ·acres of land 
hereinbefore discribed with all and singular the woods and 
improvements thereon, thereunto belonging or in any wise 
{:hereunto appur:f;aining unto him the said William T. Faunt-
leroy and his heirs for·ever free from the claim of him the 
said Henry C. Palmer .md Rebecca. his wife for themselves 
and, their heirs do by these presents warrant and will for-. 
ever defend. In Witness whereof we have hereunto set our 
hands and seals the date first 'vritten. 
HE:t\TRY C PALMER 
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Recorded-Middlesex Coun'ty, Virginia., D. B. 16, page 22, 
¥arch 23, 1829. · 
page 29 } And here the Plaintiff introduced the following 
· deeds in his chaim of title: · 
1( See manuscript for plots.} 
1. Segar to Moody, Deed Book 36, page 34. 
2. Segar to Moody, peed Book 31, page 253. 
a. Fauntleroy to Segar, Deed Book 30, page 90. 
4. Fauntleroy to Segar, Deed Book 29,. page 407 .. 
5. Fauntleroy (partition), Deed Book 29, page 360. 
6. Aylett to Fauntleroy, Deed Book 17, page 405. 
7. George Healy to Philip Aylett, Deed Book 14, page 487. 
8. Brockenbrough to Healy, Deed Book 14, page 32. 
9. Ball to Brockenbrough, Deed Book, 13, page 44. 
10. Smith & Brent to Ba~l, Deed B.ook 11, page 479. 
And the Plaintiff then introduced the following deeds: 
A. Healey to Fauntleror, Deed Book 15, page 148. 
B. Wood to Fauntleroy, D<:ed Book 15, page 199. 
C. Palmer to Fauntleroy, Deed Book 16, p·age 22. 
These deeds being introduced, the Plaintiff called 
W. F. O'HARA, 
who testified.as follows: That he is a Civil Engineer by pro-
fession and has practiced his profession about 40 years and 
worked in several states; that he had worked on the U. S. 
Geodetic Survey and had done extensive work both in land 
and water surveying; that he had been the surveyor or en-
gineer for the Commission of Fisheries but is not now, but 




• ;• i, 
s~ Supretne Court 9f ·App~al~ of Virginia. · 
is still in active practice ·:.f his profession and· a duly licensed 
surveyor in Virginia. ~~hat he had been employed by Mr. 
W. W.Moody, the Plaintiff, to establish the Western bonndary 
line of. the fa-rm in Middlesex -County known .. as Shooters 
Hill; that he had gone over the old records, plots, etc. in the 
Clerk's Office of said county. That he used the Northam 
Survey as a· basis·. of his "'V:ork,. the courses and distances being 
obtained in the deed fron1 Aylett to Fauntleroy in 1837, Deed 
Book 17,;·page· 405," ·and which said. deed· referred to a plof 
made by Mr~ George N orthem which was found in the Sur..: 
veyor ·,s Book of Middlesex _~County.· . . 
· (This plot was theri introduced· in· evidence and is as for ... 
lows) ~ · · - · . · · · . · _ - · · · 
. (See manuscript for· p~ot.) · · 
pa:ge 30 ~ · The Wi~ness then sta.ted.tha.t he had also referred 
· - · to the bound1·ies of 'said Shooter's Ifill· Farm as 
contained in the Deed from Bali to .Broekenbrough ·in 1810, 
found i~ n·eed Book·13; page 44-, and aiso ·in tlie bound1·ies 
given of Shooters Hill as found in the deed from Smith to 
Ball in 1798, Deed B~ok· 11, page. 479. _The ·wi~ess then 
~tated tha.t working fron1 these three deeds and· the courses, 
distances and landmarks referred to in said. deed's, and quot-
ing from Surveyors Northa~ Healey and DuVal, that he srtcJ 
qeeded in e.sta.blishing, accor4ing to his helief beyond any 
question or doubt, the true Westem boundary of the Shooters 
Hill Farm. fie ·testified: that the three surveys by DuVal,' 
Healey and Northam. all ·agreed 'with the e:;xeeption of some 
very minor details, but I1e did not find the DuVal and Healy 
plots. The witness further testified that I1e had drawn plots 
or diagrams in ·accorda:1ce with the deed referring to the 
Healy plot in Deed Book 13, page 44, and also in accordance 
with the. deed 'references 'to the DuVal· plot of 1797, and 
that after working out from both of these that he' had estabL. 
lished the Western bo.wnd17/ .line of the· Shooters· Hill Farm 
as shown on a blue print introduced in evidence and marked 
·"'Filed" by the Clerk of Middlesex County on 1\{arch 26, 
1930. 
(See manuscript for blue print.} 
~aid blue print shows on its face in writing that it is a 
"plot" of the NorthweBtwardly bo-undry Fauntleroy farm, 
Shooters llill tract, 1\Hdcllesex. County, State of Virginia, par-. 
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tinily owned . by W. W. Moody, surveyed by Northam De-
cember 1837, referred to in deed recorded Deed Book 17~ 
page 405, retraced by Walter F. O'Hara July 1929, the line 
on said blue print marked 8-9-10-& · 11 and fur-
page 31 r threst West on said blue print, the witness testi-
. fied is a true reproduction of the 'Vestern boundry 
of Shooters Hill as called for in the Northam Survev re:.. 
ferred to. The witness stated that :figure 8 on said.w blue 
print is a point about· the center of I-Iealy ~fill Pond, that 
there is a cove or branch making into the mill pond as shown 
by the :figure 8 and figure 9 on the hlue print and extending 
beyond figure 9, that at figure 9 on the blue print he found 
the remains of a dead cedar tree, that at the arrow- point on 
the public road he found a rotten cedar stob, that fig11re 10 is 
the head of a fresh wa.ter stream running into the Pia.nka-
tank River and emptying .into the river a.t figure 11, that the 
line 8, 9, 10 & 11 on the blue· print conforms pe.rfectly to the 
natural physical objects mentioned and called for in the 
Northam Survey, that these are the only natural physical 
objects that will conform to the calls of the Northam ~Snr­
vay a.ud the calls in the deed from Aylett to Fauntleroy (Deed 
Book 17, page 405); and that he relocated the "\Vesteru bound-
ary lines of Shooters Hill by these natural objects using the 
courses and distances in the DuVal, Healy and Northam 
S'urveys taken fr.om the deeds only for the purpose of c.b.ec.k-
ing· up on the line as called for by the natural physical ob-
jects; that these na.tural physical objects are permanent and 
of such a character ·that time had not altered or changed and 
tl1at the physical objects identified and established the 
"\Vestern line beyond any doubt. The witness further stated 
that in ntnning this Westen1 Boundry line of 
page 32 r Shooters IIill he 'vent down. a ditch a portion of 
·the way which wa.s a.t places 3 or 4 feet deep no"r 
and 3 or 4ft. ,vide. This was evidently an old ditch because 
there were large trees growing on the banks a.nd in the bot-
tom o:f the ditch some of them being a.s much a.s 2 ft. a.cros~ 
the stump (the ditch being indicated on the blue print by a 
red line) ; that he got the present course of the line from 
9 to 10 as shown on said blue print by the usual methods 
of calculating the magnetic variation since 1837, that he then 
verified this by taking the present course of the Eastern 
bou,ndriJ of Shooters Hill about which there is now and has 
never been any controversy which is perpetuated by line trees 
and a. rail fence. This Eastern line being practically parallel 
with the line from 9 to 10, and. that the magnetic vari~tim~ 
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since 1837 between the Eastern and Western line would be 
the same. 
The witness then testified that the line on the blue print 
filed, marked "W. H. Btiff's line run February 1928" and 
the line marked "W. E:. Stiff's line run March 1929" were 
made by the witness in the following manner, that Mr. W. w~ 
Moody, the Plaintiff, in this suit, told the 'vitness that Sur-
veyor W. H. Stiff had S\lrveyed from Rose's swamp to the 
public road_ as shown on said plot and had stuck stobs along 
said line out to the road, which stobs the witness sa 'v and 
followed and took the course along said stobs which course 
was S. 44° 06' W. to the public road, that the witness then 
extending said line making the line on said plot run in Feb-
ruary 1928 by Stiff and it did not strike the head of any 
fresh water stream on the Piankatank River but was near 
the front of Mr. Button's residence as shown on said blue 
print, and this line did not come anywhere near 
page 33 } the ditch which is on the true Western boundary 
of Shooters }!ill. Now the same manner was used 
in establishing the line o·f W. H. Stiff on said blue ptint March 
1929, the stobs on that line having been shown the witness 
by Mr. W. W. Moody from the Rose's swamp out to the 
public road and the course given there being S. 49·0 15' W., 
this line being extecded intersects with the other line of 1928 
as shown on the said blue print not far in front of the house 
of said Sutton. This latter line shown on said blue print 
as the March 1928line the witness testified 'vas a true repro-
duction and survey of the line which W. H. Stiff had sur-
veyed as the Eastern boundary of the 13 1/2 acres of land 
'vhich Eastern boundary of said 13 1/2 acres of land extends 
only from Rose's Swamp to the public road but which should 
be the real Western boundary of Shooters Hill Farm if it 
had been correctly established. The witness further testi-
ned that the dotted lino shown on said blue print is where 
W. FI. Stif's line would. have hit if projected with a diver-
gence with the Southeasterly boundary of the tract of 1 o 30' 
and would have been 298 poles in length and "rould have been· 
6 poles too long in acc·ordance with the Northam plat· and 
survey. All of which tlHt witness testified shows that the lines 
established by W. H. Stiff were not in accordance with the 
Northam plot. The witness stated that he did not measure 
the distance as shown on Northam's plot of 1837 from figure 
7 to figure 8. 
The defendant then introduced in the evidence the follow-
ing deeds: · 
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page 34 } This Indenture made this the 27th day of De-
cember in the year of Our Lord 1838. Between 
Carter Braxton and ~Iary G his wife of the County of H~­
over which Said Mary G. Braxton was before intermarri~ge 
with .the Said Braxton Mary G. Sayre· the granddaughter 
& only heir of Philip L. Grymes deed. of the one part,, and 
Robert Healy, Richard A. Davis, and Joel Walker, all of the 
County of Middlesex of the other part. Witnessetl1 that the 
said Carter Braxton and ~Iary G. Braxton for and in con-
sideration of the Sum of Twelve Thousand dollars the re-
ceipt of which is hereby confessed, at or before the enseal-
ing and delivery of these presents, have granted bargained 
and Sold, and by these presents do grant, bargain and s~ll, 
unto the Said Robert Healy, Richard A. Da.vis and Joel 
walker their heirs a.nd assigns all that tract, parcel or mes-
suage of la.nd kno'vn by the name of Brandon, and all the 
land thereto attached, called the Mill Quarter, lying and being 
in the said County of Middlesex, partly on the Rappahan-
nock river, estimated to contain Two thousand acres accord-
ing to the chopped lines of the present day, as they have 
been for Some years, understood & processioned and accord-
ing to a late' S'urvey made by the County Surveyor supposed 
to contain twenty five hundred and 67% acres, be the same 
more or less, with all the Mills, water courses, houses, barns, 
dwelling's &c and all other appurtenances, all of which lands 
-were late the property of the sd. Philip :f!. Grymes _deed. and 
which were the remainder of the estates of the sd Grymes, 
above named viz Brandon and Mill. Quarter unsold-and · 
while the sd Carter Braxton and Mary G. Braxton his wife 
intend and do hereby convey to the said parties of the second 
part, all the remainder of the said mentioned tracts of land, . 
they the said Carter Braxton Mary G. Braxton his wife 
means, intends & do hereby convey, only the remainder of 
tracts unsold, & no .Specifick number of acre.s more then the 
first mentioned number Viz Two thousand acres. 
To have and to. hold the above mentioned and described 
premises with all & Singular the appurtenances to the only 
use and behoof of them the said Robert Healy, Richd A. 
Davis and Joel Wal~er their heirs and assigns forever. And 
the said parcels, or tracts or messuages of land with all and 
Singula.r the premises and appurtenances before 
page 35 ~ mentioned unto the Said Robert Healy, Richard A 
Davis and Joel Walker, their heirs and assigns 
free from the claims or claims of them the said Carter Brax-
ton and 1\fary G his wife, or either of them, their ,or either 
of their heirs, and of all, and every person or persons what-
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soever legally or eqyitably; Shall will and do warrant and 
forever defend by the:3e presents. In witness whereof the 
Said Carter Braxton and Mary G. his 'vife. of the- first part 
have h.ereunto ·Set their hands & affixed their Seals the day 
and year first above written. · 
CARTER BRAXTON {Seal} 
~IARY G. BRAXTON (Seal) 
Recorded-Middlesex County, Virginia, D. B. 17, page 420,. 
]j,ebruary 25, 1839. 
page 36 ~ . This Indentur tripartite ade and entered into 
· · this 31st day of a y 1n the year of Our Lord 
one thousand eight hundred a.nd thirty nine Between Robert 
Ifealy and Arianna M his wife of the first part. Joel Walker 
and Mary C. his wife of the second part, and Richard A 
Davis and Elizabeth B. his wife of t~e third part. All of 
the County of 1\fiddlese.x: and State of Virginia. · · 
Whereas by articles of agreement entered into on the 30th 
· day of August 1838 Between .Carter Braxton of the one 
part, and the said Robert Healy, Joel Walker and Richard 
A. Davis of the other part, the said Healy, Walker and Davis 
. contracted with the said Braxton to buy from him, and the 
said Braxton contracted to sell to· them the tract or parcel 
of land called Brandon in the County of 1\tfiddlesex except 
a part thereof before sold to R. IvL Segar Supposed to con-
tain five acres, and· . another part thereof Supposed to con-
tain forty acres. Sold to Robert Blake also another piece 
of land called Austin Blakes. Also the remnant of a tract 
called the trap Snppos·~d to ··be thirty acres. Also the mill 
and the land attached thereto and Whereas in pursuance of 
the said agreement, do as aforesaid entered into the said 
Carter Braxton 'vith ::Mary G his wife by deed bearing date 
the 27th day of Decetnber 1838 and now of record in the 
Clerk's Office of the County Court of ~fiddlesex did con-
vey· to the said Robert Healy, Joel Walker and Richard A 
Davis the lands so by him agreed to be sold to them and 
Whereas the daid RobE~rt I-Iealy, Joel Walker and Richard 
A Davis by deed bearing date the 1st day of J a.nuary 1839, 
did convey the said land to Richard A. .Christian in trust 
to secure to the said Braxton the payment of the sum of 
Twelve thousand dollar~, the purchase price agreed to be paid 
for the said land. Ano: \Vhereas, by an agreement entered 
into between the said I-I·~aly, vValker and Davis it was agreed 
that the said Healy should have one half of the said land to 
be laid off :from the Piankatank river, so· as to include the 
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mill and mill Site, and should pay thereof as his propor-
tion of the whole purchase price the sum of Five thousand 
dollars, and that the remaining half should be equally divided 
between the said Walker and Davis and Whereas 
page 37 ~ George Northam S'nrveyor of the County of Mid-
dlesex at the request of the said parties and ac-
cording to their directions proceeded to survey the said land 
and to divide the same which division will fully appear by 
reference to the three plats thereof made by the said Northam 
on the 9th day of October 1838 which said pia ts are to be 
with this deed returned to the Clerk's Office of Middlesex 
County Court there to be recorded and with which division 
the said parties are perfectly satisfied; except that in the 
said division the said Healy's lot contains two and a. half 
acres more than his proportion for and the said Richard A. 
Davis's lot two and a half acres less then his proportion 
~or which difference the said Healy has paid the said Davis 
the sum of fifteen dollars with which the said Davis is fullv 
satisfied, contented and paid, and the said Healy, Walker and 
Davis having agreed to make partition of the land among 
themselves, according to the division so made as aforesaid, 
by the said George Northam. Now this Indenture 'vitnesseth 
that for and in consideration of the premises and for the 
further consideration of One dollar to them in hand paid 
by the said Richard A Davis at and before the sealing and 
delivery of these presents ·the receipt whereof is hereby ac-
knowledged the said Robert Healy and Arianna. his 'vife and 
the said Joel Walker and Mary C. his wife have given 
granted, bargained, sold and released and by these pl'esents 
· do give grant, bargain sell and release unto the said Richard 
A. Davis his heirs and assigns forever all· the rig·ht, title· 
and interest claim and demands 'vhic.h thev or either of· 
them have or may have of in and to that portion of the land 
conveyed by Carter ·Braxton and Mary G his· wife to the 
said I-Iealy, Walker and Davis, which is included in and rep-· 
resented by the plat, of the said Davis's portion of the tract 
purchased from the said Braxton and wife, containing in all 
according to the said plat Six hundred and forty four and 
one fourth acres, and separated from the said liea.ly's portion 
of the said land by a line running from an ash, in \Yolf branch, 
on tl1e Southwest edge of the main road leading from Healy's 
mill to Urbanna· ru1d corner to the said Davis Healy and 
Polly Segar N 611;2 E 282 poles to a Sessafras corner to said 
Healy in James Blakes line and separated from 
page 38 ~ the said .Joel Walkers portion of the said tract by' 
a line running N 89 V\T 108 poles from the corner 
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pointers in James Blakes line to a stone corner to the said·. 
Walkers thence N 10 :E 300 poles to the main road leading 
from Urbanna. to the lower Church to a cornerstone near the 
Ice pond thence by the said main road until it reached the 
land before owned bv the said Davis and separated from the 
said Walker upon the north side of the said road by a line 
running from a stone eorner to the said Walker a.t the june-· 
tion of the Brandon road with the main road N 4% W 168 
poles, to a corner stonE· a.t the gate. Thence N 85 W 16 poles 
to a cornerstone a.t the barn, thence N 3¥2 W 56 poles & 
15 links to a. cornerstone upon the Rappahannock river To 
ha:ve and to hold the :3ame unto the said Richard A. Davis 
his heirs and assigns forever to the Sole and only proper 
use benefit and behoof ·()f the said Richard A. Davis free from 
the claim and demand of the said Healy and wife and Walker 
and wife and their a.nd ·each and every of their heirs forever. 
This Indenture further witnesseth that for and in considera-
tion of the premises :and for the further consideration of 
One dollar to them i~1 hand paid by the said Joel Walker the 
receipt whereof is hereby acknowledged the said Robert Healy 
and Arianna his wife and the said Richard A Davis and 
Elizabeth his wife have given granted, bargained sold and 
released and by these presents do give grant, ba.rg-ain sell 
and release unto the said Joel Walker his heirs and assip:ns 
forever all the right title interest claim and demand which 
they or either of thern have or may have of in and to the 
portion of the said lands so a.s aforesaid c.onveyed bv the 
said Braxton and wife to the said Healy, Walker and Davis 
which is included in and represented by the plot of said 
Walkers portion of the said tract containin!?; according to 
the said plat Six hundred and forty Six and three fourths 
acres, and separated from the said Davis's portion of the 
said tract by the lines ubove described as separating the said 
Davis's portion from the said Walker's portion. To have 
a.nd to hold the same ·with the appurtenances unto the said 
,Joel Walker his heirs and assigns forever to the Sole and 
only proper use benefit and behoof of the said 
page 39 ~ Walker his heirs and assigns forever free from th(\ 
~Iaim and dnmand of tl1e said Healy and wife and 
the said Davis and wife and their and each and everv of 
their heirs forever. .And this Indenture further witnesseth 
tha.t for and in consideration of the premises, a.nd for the 
furthe~· consideration of One dollar, to them in hand paid by 
the sa1d Robert Heal~r, the receipt "rhereof is hereby ac-
knowledged the said ,J ()el Walker and Ma.rv C his 'vife and 
the said Richard A. I•avis and Elizabeth B. his wife have 
. . . 
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given granted, bargained .. sold.a;nd.released and by these pres-
ents do give grant, .bargain sell and release unto the said 
Robert Healy his heirs and assigns forever, all the right, title, 
interest, claim or demand which .they or either of them hav.e 
ur may have of in and to that portion of the tract of land 
'Conveyed by the said Carter Braxton and wife as aforesaid 
which is included in and represented by the plat aforesa.j.d 
of the said Healys proportion of the· said tract cont,;tinirig 
according to the said plat Twelve· hundred and -iiiriety six 
acres together with the ~mill and mill privileges thereon, and 
sep~rated from the said D·a.vis's portion of the said tract 
from the said Heaiy'.s portion; T-o have and to hold the same 
unto the said Robert Healy, his heirs· and assigns forever 
to the Sole and only proper use bene·fit..:~nd behoof of the said 
Robert Healy his heirs and assigns forever, free from the 
claim and demand of the said Walker and wife and the said 
Davis and wife and their each and every of their heirs· for-
ever, and the said parties of this Indenture for themselves 
their heirs &c mutually covenant and agree to and '\vith each 
other and each others respective heirs &c each to. the others 
respectively to warrant and defend the tit1e of in and to their 
respective portions of the tract of land aforesaid free from 
the claim of all and every person claiming by through or 
under them or either of them or by through or under their 
or either of their heirs. · 
In testimony whereof the said parties have hereunto set 







R. A. DAVIS 







Recorded-Middlesex County, Virginia, March 6, 1839, n·. 
· B. 17, page 440. 
page 41} This deed made this fourteenth day of May in 
the year of our Lord ·one thousand eight hundred 
and fifty one behveen Robert Long Blake and Sophia Hale 
of the city of Baltimore & State of Maryland of the one· 
part and R.o bert Healy of the county of Middleses: and State · 
of Virginia of the other part Witnesseth that in considera~ 
tion of the sum ·Of one hundred dollars to the said Robert 
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Long Blake and Sophia 1Iale in hand paid by the said. Robert 
Healy at or before the SE!aling .and delivery of these presents 
t:he receipt whereof is hereby acknowledged the said Roherf 
L Blake & Sophia Hale do grant unto the ·said Robert Healy 
a.Il that tract piece or pa.rcel of Iand situate lying and being 
in the lQwer part . of Middlesex County on the so-uth side 
.of said Healy's Mill pond and bounded on the north by said 
pond a:nd on t'he· ot:her sfd'es oy tile land of the late Wm. T ~ 
Faunt:reroy and said to eontain forty two acres be the same 
more or less and .the said Robert LJ Blake & Sophia Hale 
do release to the said grantee ali their c.Jaims upon the said 
land tnat the said gran1o.r will warrant gene-rally the land 
hereby conveyed to the gr.a.ntee that the said grantors have-
the right to convey the said land to the said grantee and 
that the grantee shaH-have quiet & peaceable possession 0:f 
the said land. 
Witness the following :3ignafures & sears .. 
The word ''tnat"' in 13th line fi~om the top interlined be-
fore signed.. . 
SOPHIA HALE (Seal) 
ROBERT L· BLAICE (Seal) 
'Recorded-Middlesex Gounty, Virginia, D. B. 20, page 571,. 
May 21, 1851 .. 
page 42 ~ This Indenture made this 25th da.y of N ovem-
ber in the yeE~r of Our Lord One thousand eigJ1t 
nundr·ed and forty Between Johanna Long- & Susan R.obinson 
of the one part & Robert Healy of the other part all of the 
County of Middlesex and Sta.te of Virginia. Witness'eth 
that the sa:id Johanna l1ong & Susan R.obirrson for and in 
coftsideration of the sum of twenty Dollars to each of them 
in :hand paid on the 2nd day of November 1838 the receipt 
whereof is hereby acknowledged a.nd for and in considera-
tion of the :further sum of forty three doiia.rs & ninety five 
cents To be paid by the said Robert Healy to each of the said 
contracting parties when it shall be perfectly certain that the 
Land hereinafter named belongs to the said Johanna. Long 
and Susan Robinson & that they have a. legal & equitable 
.right to Sell the Same & fhat this conveyance passes to R-obert 
Healy a. perfect title to the same have bargained and sold 
and by these presents do and each of them doth bargain 
,and sell unto Robert Healy his heirs a11d assigns forever 
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all the right title and interest which they the said Johanna. 
Long & Susan Robinson now have or may hereafter havf' 
in and to a certain piece of land situate lying and being in 
the County of ~Iidcllesex & State of Virginia & lying in Be-
tween the Lands of Wm. T. Fauntleroy and Robert Healys 
-upper mill pond. it being the land allotted to Benjamin & 
John Blake in the division of the lands of Wm Robinson deed 
which was laid off for forty two & half acres in said Divi-
sion which said land on the Death of· John Blake decendecl 
'vholly to his Brother Benja and on his Death rlecended to 
the infant child of Benjamin Blake which said child is dead. 
or absent. if Dead or never returns to claim the said land 
Johanna Long & Susan Robinson as great aunts of the said 
infant child or the heirs under the la'v together with all and 
sing1.1la.r the rights members and appurtenances to the said 
land belonging or in any wise appurtaining· derived as afore-
said or in any other way or may hereafter in any way fall to 
the said Johanna Long & Susan Robinson in said land unto 
Robert Healy his heirs and a.ssigns forever. 'I'o have and to 
hold the aforesaid herediments and all and singular other 
the premises hereinbefore mentioned or intended to be bar-
. gained and sold and every part and parcel thereof 
page 43 ~ unto the said Robert Healy his heirs and assigns 
forever a.nd the said Johanna Long & Susan Rob-
inson for themselves and their heirs the aforesaid interest 
in the said~forty two and a. half acres land to the said Rohert: 
Healy his heirs and assigns free from the claim of the said 
Johanna Long and Susan Robinson and their heirs & from 
the claim of -all and every other person or persons whatso-
ever 'viii warrant and forever defend by these presents. In 
'vitness whereof the said Johanna Long & Susan Robinson 
have hereunto sul1scribed their hands and affixed their seals 
the day and year first above written. 
The words "rarrant & two in the' 25 line from the top 111 
tlte first page interline·d before signed. 
her· 
JOHANNA X · LON'G 
mark 
her 




.Recorded-lVIiddlesex County, Virginia, D. B. 18, page 282, 
June 28, 1841. 
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page 44 ~ 1. Braxton to Healy ·and others, Deed Book 17; 
page 420. 
2. (Partition) Healy, Davis & Walker, Deed Book 17, page 
440. 
3. Plot made by Northam of said partition 1838. 
4. Blake & Haile to :Healy, Deed Book 20, page 57'.!.. 
5. Long & Robinson to Healy, Dee4 Book 18~ page 282. 
Here follows the evidence of 
1W'. H. STIFF, 
witness for the defendant, who testified as follow·s: 'J.1hat 
he is a surveyor and Oivil Engineer and has lJracticed his 
profession for thirty ye~ars or thereabouts and has surveyed 
in many states and i.n the l{]ondike gold fields and he iR at 
present engaged in do::ng some work for a Publie l7ti1ity 
Co. in Page County, that he has been eouut.y surveyor of 
Middlesex County, that in the year 1928 l\It'. \V. W. Moody 
employed him to establish the line between the Shooters JJjll 
tract and the tract clahned by Mr. Fa.rinl1olt, the defendant 
in this suit; that Mr. 1v[oody stated to him at the- time that 
he did not want anything that didn't belong to him and he 
wanted the line to he correctly established. That he under-
took to establish said line using tlte Northam plot referred 
to as being made in 1837 and also used :\fr. R. T. Bland's 
pl()t which was made on February 16, 1888. 
(At this point the Bland plot, which was as foll{)WS, was 
introduced in evidence.) 
(.See manuscript for plot.) 
page 45 ~ The witnee1s stated further that he made for 
Mr. W. W. ~foody an oil paper plot sho,ving the 
Eastern boundary o.f Shooters Ifill, also the Northern bound-
ary and the Western boundary of Shooters Hill from Healy's 
mill pond to the public road, which said plot was made on 
oil paper, and 'vas furnished Mr. W. W. Moody. 
(Said plot wa.s then produced and offered in evidence and 
is as follows.) Here in Bert plot. Exhibit X. Y. Z. The plot 
~&~-.. ~.iii'--------
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was then offered by Plaintiff an4 put in evida11ce. 'fhe wit· , 
ness stat~d that the line shown on said plot llS the 4ivi~io~ ·: _: .. 
Hue between Robert FarinhoJt and W, W. Moody a.JJ.d J'llll- · 
ning from the mill pond to a cedar stob and the:p.c~ on to an-
i)ther cedar ~Stob on the North side of the public road was 
apparently ~orrect and he so tolq Mr. Moody, but if tpere 
is any dissatisfaction a bollt the line it can be proven by 
running down (extending) said l~ne c;lown to the J>iank&tank 
River by the Northam plot, but Moody would not permit 
me to do this and "rlPlted me to start at a point West of wq~t 
I considered the true line which I could not do. The wit-. 
ness testified that he found a plot of tl)e Brandon estate 
made by Northam about one year after he made the plot of 
the S1l.ooters Hill Estate, referred to in th~ partition deed 
between D~vis, Jlealy Jtnd Walker recorded. in Deed. )3ook 
17, page 440; that the Brandon Estate· as shown by the plot, 
which was introduced at this junctp;r~ ap.d is as _follows.: 
(See manuseript for plot.) 
Shows' most of the Brandon Estate to be on the North side 
shows most of the Brandon Estate to be on the North side 
of the ~11 plot buf includes tha mill pond aiJ.d mill house, 
th~t he commenood at w4at h~ clftimed to be a known point 
near tl1a ntill house, ~ black gum ttnd a ·beech ttee 
page 46 }- which stand tod~y, alld sul~~yed around th~ shore 
of the poncl usjng the: line a.a indica ted on th~ 
Northam plot runs until he :re11ched the end of the line, which 
adjoins the Shooters Hill Estate and the end of the lh1e, 
comes to the point at which he established the Shcmter~ Hill 
line on.the eclge of the mill pond, that he ('vitnes.s) for con-
venience copied tl1e l3randon plot made. by N orthtlln ~nd 
the Shooter~ Hill plot mlt-de by Northam in tbe same sheet 
of oil paper which was ip.trodqced jn evidence and is as fol-
lows: 
( s·ee IDJlllUScript Stiff's oil paper ~opy of the Brandon aad 
Shooters Hill tracts~) 
That he surveyed around the riv~r snore of the Phtnka.tank 
River according to the call~ in the N()rtham plot to locate 
the inter-section of the line between Shootera Hill prope:vty 
and the Robinson property with Pianlq~tank Riv~r; that he, 
witness, ~urveyed arolJlld Rose's Swa:rnp ac~Qrding '00 th~ 
Northam plot. of Shooters Hill to locate the Western bounda.ry 
of Shooters Hill on the edge of the mill· poJl.d, that fhese ar:e 
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three pranches or coves making in to the mill pond all of 
which are shown on the copy <>f the Brandon and Shooters 
Hill plots made by witness from original already in evidence; 
that he die not run a jne from the point on the mill pond 
from which 0 'Hara started to the Piankatank River but that 
if this line were run it would certainly very nearly strike 
the head of a fresh water stream to the west of the Sutton 
residence and barn, which fresh water stream is about 1,000 
ft. long and is a mucl1 larger and bolder stream than the small 
fresh water stream to the East side of the Sutton residence 
and barn. That the stream on the East side of the Sutton's 
is a very small stream; that where the -small 
page 47 ~ steam on the East side of the Sutton residence 
and barn runs into the river that some one ha.s 
made a goose pond; that if the line 'vere run from the point 
on the mill pond where O'Hara begins using the same 
course that 0 'Hara m;ed and running to tl1e fresh water 
stream on the West side of the Sutton residenee and barn 
is would certainly run very nearly· do,"\'11 a large ditch a 
portion of the way, but that he, witness, did not run this 
line but that he d~d s.:~e and examine the ditch-that it is 
very old and a large ditch 3 or 4ft. deep and 3 or 4ft. wide 
in places, that very la.r1~e trees and timber have grown up on 
the banks a.nd in the bottom of the ditch, some of the trees 
being as much as 2 ft. or more across the stump, but said 
ditch is al)out 600 feet :west of the true Western boundary of 
Shooters Hill as established by me from the plots. This is 
the orily ditch near the line in dispute. 
W. H. Stiff. 
The witness testified tht the Northam plot of 1837 shows 
the true Western boundary of the Shooters Hill tract to com-
mence at Figure 8 thence to Figure 9 thence to 10 the head 
of a fresh water stream, thence to 11 where said stream 
empties in the Piankata.nk R.iver. The 'vitness further tes-
tified that the Figure 8 on the Northam Plot of 1837 as 
well as Figure 7 corresponds "'ith Figures ~4 and 25 in 
the Brandon Plot of survey made by Northam in 1838. The 
·witness further stated that the measurement from Figure 7, 
'vhere the BWamp unites With Ro"re's s,vamp 
page 48 ~ thence down the meanders of said swamp 124 poles 
and 15 links will bring you to Figure 8, the be-
-ginning of the Western boundary of Shooters Hill Tract. 
·The point at which 1\{r. 0 'Ha.ra started his line of the 
Western boundary lin(! of Shooters Hill goes a considerable 
W. W. Moody v. R. G. Farinholt. 69 
distance to the West of the point 8 which is 124 poles and 
15 links from Figure 7. ' 
Witness further stated that in establishing the Western 
line of Shooters Hill he used the Northam J\fa ps, the Bland 
1\{ap, and the Blake Map and that as a measurement in the 
Bland Map appeared to have been tampered with so as 
not to make clear 'Yhether the distance was 49 or 69 poles, 
but that taking 69 poles as being the eorrect measurement 
would make all three maps egree and that the Northam, 
Bland and Blake 1viaps are all recorded in the clerk's office of 
Middlesex County. · 
The witness further testified that the Eastern line of the 
Fariuholt property dividing it from tl1e J\foody property is a 
line extending from cedar stob corner to Moody . on public 
road to a cedar stob corner to R. G. Farinholt in J\foody's 
line of Shooters Hill shown on map of W. H. Stiff, C. E., 
dated Aptil 30, 1929. · 
That he had never run but one line for J\Ir. J\foody except 
a trial line and that l1e did not ve:rify or certify the plat 
furnished J\fr. J\Ioody marked Exhibit X. Y. Z. 
(.See manuscript for plot.) 
. The witness 
HOLLAND 1-IUMPHRTES, 
testified as follows for the. Defendant: That he had lived 
in the neighborhood all his life and had known the land for 
50 years or more; that wl1en he 'vas a boy, 40 years ago, 
Capt. Healy cultivated the 'Vest portion of this 
page 49 } land ancl had a fence around the open part of this 
13 1/2 acres of land and that this fence ran clown 
the road about 1/3 the distance from the mill house tract 
to Sutton's gate; that for many years the land had not been 
enclosed, cultivated or used in any way. He said he recalls 
when he was a boy seeing a cedar stob on the road a lit tie 
west of where 8utton 's lane enters tl1e road now. 
Here follows the evidence of 
70 Supreme C·)urt of Appeals of Virginia. 
CH.A.RLIE DUSTER, 
witness for the Defendant, 'vho testified as follows: That 
he lived down around 1 he old mill house when he was a bov 
40 years ago; that he is now 68 years old; that there was a 
fence that ran about 1/3 wa.y from the mill hill to Sutton's 
gate; that Capt. Healey cultivated the Western portion of the 
13 acres in question; that the West portion of land~ which is 
now in woods was cultivated when he was a hoy but that 
he ·could not remember hack more than 40 years. 
Here follows the evidenc-e of 
MRS. Vv ALTER L. HEALY, 
who testified for the defendant. I am the wido·w of Walter 
L. Healy; that Mr. Moody du.~ an ice house on this land 
and that she understood that Mr. Moody gave her husband 
the privilege of using ice because the house· was dug on his 
land, but that she did not know anything about the agree-
ment from her personal knowledge. 
Here follows the evidence of 
CLA.UDE WILLIAMS, 
a witness who testified for the defendant as follows: I bought 
some dogwood on the 13 acres of land about 10 
page 50 ~ years ago f-rom 1\fr. R. H. Farinholt; that Mr. 
J\lfoody told him that this was Farinholt 's land. 
He also stated that he bought some dog-wood from 1\fr. 1\foody 
on tl1e land adjoining the 131/2 acres and Mr. ~roody showed 
him the line and said that is ~Ir. Farinholt 's land. 
V.T. W. 1fOODY, 
recalled, who testified in his o·wn interest as follows: The 
witness testified to contradict w·hat ~{r. Farinl1olt and Mr. 
Williams had said, that tl1ere hadn't been an axe or saw 
to cut timber on the tract of land in dispute since the Civil 
Wa.r until Mr. Robert Farinholt started operation there in 
1928. The 'vitness fur-ther stated that it was true that he 
~-- --- -~--------~-----
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had an agreement with ~{r. Walter Healy that he, the wit-
ness, should be allo,ved the privilege of getting ice off the 
mill pond a.nd for said priviled,qe the witness would give Mr. 
Healy ice -to use from said ice house during the summer 
months. The witness positively denied that he had any sort 
of agreement 'vith ~{r. Healy allowing him to dig the ice 
house upon this premise and that the ice house was built 
adjacent to the mill pond; that his agreement with ~Ir. Healy 
was simply to harvest ice from the entire pond and had 
nothing to do with digging the ice house. The witness fur-
ther testified that the stobs which were referred to by Mr. 
O'Hara in describing the lines on the blue print filed and which 
said stobs were placed between the mill pond and the road 
by W. H. Stiff, were the exact stobs that ~fr. Stiff had driven 
in his said woods, and that he got 1\{r. 0'!-Iara. to extend the 
said lines shown on the blue print filed As. W. H. 
page 51 ~ Stiff's line run Feb. 1928 and March 1929 and that 
neither of said lines struck the head of any fresh 
water stream running into the piankatank River and that 
neither line was near any ditch whatsoever. ~fr. ~foody also 
testified that 1\Ir. W. H. Stiff had never run any line striking 
the head of a fresh water stream to the East of the Sutton 
l1ouse on the Piankatank River, and that the fresh ·water 
stream that the said W. H . .Stiff claimed to have struck was 
nothing but a lake or goose pond supplied by an artesian 
well put there by Mrs. A .. B. ~farchant 'vho .owned the prop-
erty prior to the sale to Sutton. 
The. witness further stated tl1at when lfr. Vf. H. Stiff made 
the plot Exhibit XYZ furnished him and filed in this suit 
on the <>il pa.per showing the division line behveen Robert 
F.arinholt and W. W,. Y.oody that the said :Surveyor W. H. 
Stiff advised the witness that said line was the tn1e line 
of division bet-ween him and the said Fa.rinholt and that he, 
the witness, paid the surveyor $35.00 for making said su·rvey 
and furnishing him said plot; and the witness further testi-
fied that he denied that the said surveyor advised him that 
there wa.s anv doubt a.bout said line or that he would ha.ve 
to extend said line t.o the Pianka.tank River, at the time that 
the plot was .given him. The witness further testified that he 
didn't hear of it being necessary to extend said line to the 
Piakatank River for about six months after said plot was 
made a.nd when he first ascertained that the Surveyor W. H. 
Stiff claimed it was necessary to run the line in accordance 
with the Northam plot to the Pianka tank River was after 
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the said W. H. Stiff had ;been employed by the 
page 52 ~ defendant, E~obert Farinholt, to establish same 
line. . · 
1\fr. ~{oody further teBtifi.ed that when the Western bmtndry 
- line was establisl1ed by ~{r. 0 'Hara that it was traced from 
the mill pond just as stated by 1\fr. 0 'Hara; that the phy-
sical objects called for in the Northam plot of 1837 were 
found by 1\fr. O'Hara and seen by the 'vitness; that the line 
was extended from the mill pond to the road, and on down 
to the head of a. fresh water stream and emptied into the 
Piankatank River on the \Yest side of the Sutton house. The 
witness further testified that he 'vent over said line, that it 
went down the center of an old ditch, 'vhich line formed the 
West boundary of the SI1ootcrs Hill Farm. 
Here follows the evidence of 
"\Y. F. O'HARA, 
a witness for the Plain 'tiff, recalled: 
The witness was shown the Bland plot and compared this 
plot that he, witness, had made from the Northam plot of sur-
vey as given in deed from. Smith to Ball, Deed Book 11, page 
385. The 'vitncss ·pointed out that measuring from the 
Eastern crook in the public road as shown on the Bland 
plot and tl1e DuVal surv~y, a distanc.e of poles in 
a Westwardly direction along the public road, that it would 
place the Shooters Hill line much West of either the lines 
established by Surveyor Stiff and that ther.e was a manifest 
error in the Bland plot because tl1e distance given by Bland 
did not agre-e with the scaling of the Bland plot 
page 53 ~ and that if the Bland plot were scaled from the 
Eastern crook in the road it 'vould place the \Vest 
boundary of Shooters Ifill approximately in the position lo"' 
cated by the witness on his blue print. The 'vitness also 
testified-that the only possible evidence of the lengih of course 
from point 4 to 5 on said plot "S 5511., E (?) poles and 9 links 
to 5, a cedar stob" had been destroyed by a change or oblitera-
tion in the number of poles giving the leng-th of this course, 
which change o-r obliteration 'viii be seen from a physical 
examination of the Bland plat. 
Teste: this 19th day of 1\fay, 1930. 
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page 54~ And on another day, March 26, 1930, an order 
"ras entered by the said Court in the following 
words and figures, to-wit: 
This day came the parties by their attorneys and the 
defendant pleaded the g-eneral issue. The venire came into 
the box and the plaintiff and defendant each having stricken 
one of said jurors from the panel the remaining seven to-
wit: Frances Bennett, E. J. Brooks, R. H .. A .. rm.strong-, R. B. 
Covington, T. E. Bray, W. Y. Shackelford and James Spen-
cer were s'vorn to well and truly try the issue joined and a 
true verdict give according to the la,v· and the eviderice, 
who after hearing a part of the evidence 'vere ·adjourned 
over till tomorrow mqrning at 9 :30 a 'clock. 
page 55 r And on another day, 1\~Iarch 27, 1930, an order 
was entered by the said Court in the following 
words and figures, to-wit: 
This day came the parties by their attorneys and the jury 
came_ into Court in pursuance of their adjournment of yes-
terday and were polled all found present. The jury after 
hearing the balance of the evidence, instructions of the Court 
and part of argument of counsel were adjourned till tomorrow 
morning at 9 :30 o'clock. 
page 56 r And on-another da.y, ~larch 28, 1930, an order 
was entered by the said Court in the follo,ving 
words and figures, to-wit: 
This day came the parties by their attorneys and the jury 
came into the box in pursuance of their adjournment of yes-
terday and were polled and all found present. The jury after 
hearing the balance of the arguments of counsel retired to 
their rooms to consider of their verdict and after some time 
returned into Court 'vith the following verdict: '' vVe, the 
ju.ry upon the issue joined, do find for the defendant, Francis 
Bennett, Foreman.'' 
'Vhereupon the plaintiff moved the Court to set aside the 
said verdict of the jury as being contrary to the la.w and the 
eyjdence and enter up judgment for the plaintiff. Wl1ich 
motion 'vas overruled by the Court to whic.h ruling of the. 
Court the plaintiff by his attorney excepted to. 
74 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia. 
In the Circuit Court of Middlesex County, Virginia, 
J\Iarch 31, 1931. 
W. "\V. Moody 
vs. 
R. G. Farinholt. 
This day came the plaintiff, 1V. W. ?vioody .and moved 
the Court to eorrect a clerical error in the order entered 
in this cause on the 28th day of lV[arch 1930, and it a.p-
pearhlg to the Courrt that proper notice in this motion has 
been given to the defendant, R .. G. Farinholt, and it further 
appearing to the Court that by an oversight the order en-
tered in this cause· on the 28th day of J\Iarch 19:30 does not 
in terms constitute a j]nal judgment, but it being admitted 
in open Court by W. D. Evans and Charles S. Smith, Jr., 
Esquires, Counsel for tl1e Plaintiff, and Lewis Jones, Es-
quire, Oounsel for the Defendant, that it 'vas fully under-
stood and contemplated by all parties that a final judg-
ment has been render·~d by the Court, and the Honorable 
Claggett B. Jones, at tha.t time J udg·e of the Court ha.vin,g 
since departed this life and the present J ndge of the Court 
who was at the time said order was entered, Counsel for 
the Defendant with Lewis Jones, Esquire, being· aware tl~at 
it was understood and contemplated by all parties that a 
final judgment had beon rendere_d by the Court, by c.onsent 
of all parties now· giYen in open Court, on behalf of the 
Plaintiff by \V. D. Evans -and Charles S. Smith, Jr., his 
attorneys and on behalf of the Defendant hy Lewis ,Jones, 
his atton1ey, it is considered by the Court that the order 
entered in this c.ause on the 28th day of l\Iarch 19:30 be 
amended so as to read as follov;rs: · 
This day came the parties by their attorneys and the jury 
~ame into the box in pursuance 'of their adjournment of 
yesterday and were polled and all found present. ·The jury 
after hearing· the balmwe of the arguments of counsel retired 
to their rooms to consider of their verdict and after Rome 
time returned into Court with the follow·ing verdict: ''\"V'"e, 
the jury, upon the issue joined do find for the defendant. 
Francis B.enn~tt, Foren1an. '' 
Whereupon the plaintiff moved the Court to set aside the 
.said verdict of the jury as being contrary to the law and 
tl1e evidence and enter up judgment. for the plaintiff. 'Vhich 
motion 'vas overruled by the Court. to which ruling of the 
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Whereupon it is considered by the Court that judgment 
be entered for the defendant, and that the defendant recover 
of the plaintiff his cost in this behalf expended, ·and with 
said amendment to have the force and effect of a :final judg-
ment entered -on the 28th day of March 1930. 
A Copy-Teste: 
C. W. EASTMAN, Clerk. 
page 57 r I, C. W. Eastman, Clerk of the Circuit Court of 
J\fiddlesex County, do certify that the foregoing 
is a true transcript of the Record in the foregoing cause and 
I further certify that the notice required by Section 6339 
of the Code of Virginia, was duly given in accordance with 
said section. 
Given under my hand this Sept. 4th, 1930. 
Teste: 
C. W. EASTMAN, Clerk. 
Clerk's fee for R.ecord, $100.00. 
A Copy-Teste: 
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